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Abstract
This study focuses on the role that mentors play in the development of a pastor's
personal, professional, and spiritual for mation. It explores the impact of pastoral mentors
in the Church of God (Anderson). Standardized open-ended interviews were conducted
from a random sample of thirty-one pastors in the Church of God (Anderson) in this
•

qualitative study.

•

Twenty-three of the thirty-one pastors interviewed identified a mentor in their
background. Those identified as mentors included pastors from their background, fathers
who were pastors, senior pastors served under as associates, a youth pastor, a teacher in a
Christian high school, an evangelist, a pastoral colleague, and a Christian father. The
majority of mentors emerged from existing relationships in the key settings of the home,
local church, educational institutions, and early ministry placements. The predominant
mentors were pastors who played a role in the formative years of life and the
developmental stage of ministry.
Mentoring is wanted and needed by pastors. Of those pastors who did not identify
a mentor in their background, all but one indicated a desire for one in the developmental
stage of ministry.
Mentors impacted personal formation in the following ways: time spent, informal
conversation, personal guidance, accountability, and instruction. Mentors impacted their
spiritual formation primarily through observation of the mentor's spiritual disciplines.
Mentors impacted their professional formation in the following ways: demonstration of
ministry skills, instruction, training events,accountability structures, and delegation of

responsibilities with review and feedback.

Flexible approaches to and views of mentoring are the most healthy. Mentoring
derives its power from relationships where a spark is lit by a person who cares enough to
invest the time and effort in someone that results in life transformation.
Ideas for exploration for mentoring in the Church of God (Anderson) include (1)
an intentional process for the first ministry assignment of pastors to include an opportunity
for a mentoring relationship; (2) development of a mentoring covenant for mentoring
relationships that focuses on personal, professional, and spiritual fOlmation; and (3)
establishing "pastoral clusters" with an experienced pastor meeting with pastors in a twoday retreat for group instruction and individual sessions.
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CHAPTERl
Overview of the Study

An outstanding athlete who contributes greatly to the perfOJ mance level of the
team is called an impact player. Impact players raise the level of play on the team,
bringing out the best in the abilities of the other players. Players with such abilities are
coveted because they often lead the team to compete at a championship level.
Impact players are needed in every arena oflife. They are the people who have a
profound effect on others. They impact personal development, bringing out the best in
another person. Mentors are impact players. They transfer into the life of another person
wisdom and experience gained through years of ministry.
I began my ministry as an associate pastor, working with an experienced senior
pastor who became an impact player in my life. At the time I admired his integrity, his
steadfast spirit, his pastor's heart, and his love for the church. I grew in my respect for
him as we spent time together. He taught me by his life and example what it meant to live
as a man of God. The pastoral skills I learned as he modeled them served as a valuable
foundation for me. I continue to revere and seek to emulate much that I learned working
with Ray Keith. He served as my mentor, an impact player on my personal, professional,
and spiritual fOJ Illation.
Other mentors impacted my development at fOJ mative stages along the path of life
and ministry. Upon reflection, I realize that I sought out people to help and guide me in
working out my life goals. They kept me on track when I could have easily lost my way.
Those who have encountered impact players in the fOJ mation of their life and
ministry are most fortunate. This study will explore the impact of mentors. Today's
organizational leaders promote mentoring relationships. In an increasingly complex and
high-tech environment, people experience needs for special insight, understanding, and
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infOI mation that are outside the normal channels of education and training programs.
Someone around us who can help fill in the cracks in our comprehension of life is needed
(Shea 130). These special helpers are called mentors. I am thankful that at the formative
years of ministry I had mentors whose impact I continue to feel and appreciate deeply.
•

The Problem and Its Context
This study focuses on the role that mentors play in the development of pastor's
personal, professional, and spiritual formation. Effective ministry requires the
establishment of a vital center. In order to be an effective minister, you need to know
some things, be able to do some things, and to bea certain kind of person. The quality of
one's life in Christ is the foundation upon which knowledge and skills can be added in
order to support an effective ministry (Grubbs 13).
Pastors serve as God's representatives on the front lines of ministry, the local
church. The many functions of ministry call for a strong priest, one who handles the
message of God as his representative. George Barna's research found the expectations of
pastors include the following. A pastor is expected to live an exemplary life; be available
at all times to all people for all purposes; lead the church to grow numerically; balance
wisdom with leadership and love; teach people the deeper truths of the faith in ways that
are readily approachable in all life situations; be a committed family man or woman
demonstrates spiritual leadership, and a positive role model for children; keep pace with
the latest trends and developments in church life; build significant relationships with
members of the congregation; represent the church in the community; grow spiritually; run
the church in a crisp, professional, and businesslike manner without taking on a cold,
calculating air (Withrow 106). Help for these multiple expectations can come from the
experiences of seasoned pastors as they mentor others.
Dr. Carl George, noted church consultant, shared the results of a survey of clergy
that revealed some startling conclusions. One of three pastors says, "Being in the ministry
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is clearly a hazard to my family." One of three pastors burns out within the first five
years of ministry. Seventy percent of pastors do not have someone they consider a close
friend. Ninety percent of pastors feel they were not adequately trained to cope with the
.

intense demands of ministry placed upon them (London and Wiseman 22).
Ministry is vastly different from what it traditionally has been, so pastors must
revitalize their ministry and design strategies to effectively meet contemporary challenges
•

(32). Unless the life of God grows within pastors, significant spiritual change and renewal
in the church will not take place.

If the life of God continues to grow within pastors, many of the above concerns
can find successful answers. Keeping the life of God growing within takes a variety of
creative efforts. Keeping the personal life, marriage, family, and ministry together while
forging ahead in doing the work of ministry is no small assignment. Those who have
received guidance that comes through mentoring relationships discover the needed help in
the important arenas oflife and ministry.
Four themes emerge from the literature as the most significant ways mentors
impact others. First, mentors help to clarify the calling of God on the life of the mentoree.
Mentors help to answer the question, "How can I make the most significant difference for
God in my lifetime" (Biehl 102)7 As a young associate pastor, Ray Keith helped me sort
through several career directions. As I contemplated choices for masters degree work, I
considered pursuing marriage and family counseling, or seminary. Through our
conversations, he helped to explore my thinking. I detelmined that God's call and my
heart were leading me to serve as a pastor. Having someone with experience who will
listen and help you process your thoughts provides invaluable help in understanding God's
leading.
Second, character development takes place in mentoring relationships. The
qualities of honesty, integrity, self-discipline, teachability, dependability, perseverance,
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conscientiousness, and a strong work ethic are developed in the context of such
relationships (Maxwell 48). Such qualities serve as a strong and enduring foundation for a
lifetime of ministry. Character weaknesses infect the spirit, and ifleft unattended will
poison over time the life of the pastor. Mentors help to develop character so that a fruitful
•

•

•

nurustry can occur.
Third, mentors help mentorees develop their spiritual gifts. Mentors serve as
spiritual guides who can ask probing questions about personality strengths, proficiencies,
and skills (Hendricks 242-243). Much like an apprenticeship, a mentor provides insights
through observation of the mentoree's abilities so that maximum potential can be reached.
Fourth, mentors impact the spiritual development of the mentoree. Christian
leadership requires that every word spoken, every advice given, and every strategy
developed comes from lives that know God intimately (Nouwen 30). As the mentoree
sorts through his or her priorities, the mentor can help encourage growth and balance
through the use of spiritual disciplines. As issues emerge in marriage and family, finances,
physical conditioning, and professional conduct, the mentor can provide needed spiritual
perspective.
This study explores the impact that mentors have had on the life and development
in ministry of pastors in the Church of God (Anderson). I sought to detennine if the
themes that emerged from the literature hold as the primary impact areas for those who
have been mentored. Those who identify mentors in their life shared how they were
impacted. Comparing their insights with those who have not had mentoring relationships
shed light on the kinds of needs that mentors can meet and the value they have in
impacting development. Those who are mentoring others were questioned about their
mentoring methods so that the heartbeat ofmentoring can emerge from practitioners .
•

Mentoring occurs in other fields. Business uses staff advisors, consultants, and
specialists for particular needs (Smith, Fred Learning to Lead 159). Education
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incorporates mentors in the early stages of teacher development (Odell 13).
Mentoring has not been as fOI mally instituted in the education or ordination process with
pastors, but the trend in denominations is moving in the direction of mentoring as a key
component for ministry preparation.

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this .study is to explore the impact of pastoral mentors in the
Church of God (Anderson). Specific areas are their personal, professional, and spiritual
formation. In this descriptive study, I will seek to ideritifY the key ways in which mentors
influenced the lives of pastors in the Church of God (Anderson).
In order to explore the impact of pastoral mentors, the following research
questions were formulated for use in personal interviews with pastors in the Church of
God (Anderson).
Research Question # 1: What do pastors report were the influences that
.

contributed most to their development for ministry?
Research Question # 2: What kinds of intentional activities did mentors do that
influenced the pastor's personal, professional, and spiritual formation?
Research Question # 3: What do pastors who did not have mentors report as the
reasons for not having them?

Definition of Terms
"Pastoral mentors" are those pastors who have had influential relationships with
other pastors, using their experience to help the personal, professional, and spiritual
development of the mentoree.
"Mentorees" are those pastors who have had pastoral mentors who impacted their
personal, professional, and spiritual development.
"Pastors" are those who serve on staff in a local church of the Church of God
(Anderson) as an identified pastor or associate pastor.
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"Influence" means the force of impression or impact of one person on
another.
"Personal, professional, and spiritual formation" includes the kinds of development
that occur in the life of the mentoree through the mentoring process. "Personal" refers to
the identified life goals of the mentorees. "Professional" refers to the issues related to skill
development and the use of gifts in ministry. "Spiritual fOIInation" refers to the disciplines
that allow the life of God to grow within the life of the pastor.
.

"Church Of God (Anderson)" is a movement in Christianity that is a voluntary,
affiliated association of congregations with headquarters in Anderson, Indiana that grew
out of the Wesleyan holiness tradition in the late 1800's that now includes 2276
congregations in the United States and international ministry in 86 countries of the world.

Description of the Project
The purpose of the study is to explore ways in which pastoral mentors impact
other pastors in the Church of God (Anderson) in their personal, professional, and spiritual
development. This descriptive study gathered infOI mation from thirty-one pastors in the
Church of God (Anderson) through personal interviews to receive information related to
the impact that mentoring has had on their lives. The qualitative analysis includes the
collection of infoIlnation through the interviews, sorting it into categories, and formatting
the information into a picture of mentoring procedures.
The infonnation gathered through the interviews with pastors and the data from
the responses to the open ended questions was categorized into themes. In addition to the
research questions, follow up questions were asked to probe their further thinking on the
ways in which their lives were impacted. The themes that emerged from the literature on
the impact of mentors was compared with the themes that come out of the interviews to
see how they match or differ. For those who have not had mentors, follow up questions

•
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probed whether the feeling of having missed anything surfaced, and whether they
desire mentoring at this stage of their ministry. For those who are currently mentoring
others, insights into how that mentoring is taking place were analyzed to better understand
what is effective in the mentoring process. The interviews sought a balance between those
who have and have not been mentored for comparative responses.
The qualitative analysis included the collection of the information through the
.

interviews, sorted it into categories, and formatted into a picture of mentoring procedures.

Population and Sample
The number of active congregations of the Church of God (Anderson) in the state
of Ohio is 216. In order to secure the number of interviews needed for data collection, a
letter was sent to the pastors of every fourth congregation in Ohio, using the 1997
Yearbook of the Church of God (Anderson). The letter introduced the subject matter, and
request an interview by phone or in person to discuss it. Calls were made and interviews
conducted until at least thirty pastors responded.

Design of the Study
Personal interviews were conducted using the research questions previously
identified in the chapter. Follow up questions were asked for further elaboration on the
responses to the research questions. Data was coded and categorized based on the
patterns of the responses. Interpretation of the data was based on a qualitative analysis of
the findings of the interviews, particularly as they compare with the literature on
mentoring.

Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable is the personal, professional, and spiritual formation of
pastors. The responses from the interviews was subjective. Categories developed from
the responses were defined.
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The dependent variable is the way that pastors are mentored.

Delimitation and Generalizability
This study included only active pastors in the Church of God (Anderson) in one
state. The subjective nature of their responses is intended to gain insight into the overall
•

effect of mentoring. Findings are generalizable to the entire population of Ohio Church of
God (Anderson) pastors.
•

.

Biblical and Theological Foundations

.

.

The biblical foundation for mentoring is found in passages where God used one
person to multiply the impact of the gospel by personal investment in the life of another
individual. One example comes from the relationship between Barnabas and Paul.
Mentoring was a way of life in Bible times, with numerous examples ofmentoring
relationships. Jethro taught his son-in-law Moses the invaluable lesson of delegation
(Exodus 18). Moses prepared Joshua to lead Israel into Canaan.
Barnabas opened the way for Saul to associate with the church after his
conversion. Saul's dramatic conversion experience took place on the road to Damascus.
His past persecution of Christians led the early believers to be suspicious of his
conversion. He needed an advocate.
Barnabas believed in Saul. He told the apostles that Saul's conversion was
genuine. His support opened the door for Saul to be accepted by the apostles. Saul
became Paul, and his subsequent ministry penetrated the world of that day with the gospel.
Paul invested in the life of his son in the faith, Timothy. In 2 Timothy 2:2, he
instructs him with the words, "And the things you have heard me say in the presence of
many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others."
Barnabas' investment in the life of Paul was followed by Paul's investment in the life of
Timothy. Timothy likewise was admonished to continue the process of building into the
life of other faithful followers.
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The story of the relationship between Paul and Timothy reveals a model of
mentoring. The essential ingredients of the mentoring relationship come to a focus in 2
Timothy 2: 1-6 as Paul instructs Timothy on the priorities of his life and ministry:

•

You then, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus. And
the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to
reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others. Endure hardship with us
like a good soldier of Jesus Christ. No one serving as a soldier gets involved in
civilian affairs--he wants to please his commanding officer. Similarly, if anyone
competes as an athlete, he does not receive the victor's crown unless he competes
according to the rules. The hardworking farmer should be the first to receive a
share of the crops.
The foundational ingredient for mentoring is relationships. In 2 Timothy 2: 1, Paul
says to Timothy, "You then, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus." The
source of their relationship is Jesus Christ. Faith in Christ is the foundation upon which
mentoring relationships build, the common bond that allows the relationship between a
mentor and mentoree to grow.
Paul refers to Timothy as "my son." Paul assumes a position of seniority, that of a
spiritual father. The mentoring relationship involves someone with more spiritual
experience transmitting insights to someone younger in the faith. The mentoree becomes
like a son with a receptive attitude, like a student eager to learn. The mentoring
relationship thus involves Jesus Christ as the foundation, a mentor who is a "spiritual
father" and a mentoree who is like a "son."
The mentoring relationship involves progress. Steps unfold in the mentoring
relationship. Paul continues in the second verse, "And the things you have heard me say in
the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will be qualified to teach
others." One step is transmitting over time a host of life experiences that become codified
in the mentoree's life. The mentor transmits to the mentoree the "things" that have been
experienced and processed in his own life. Another step, then, is the transfer that takes
place as the mentoree absorbs what is transmitted. The mentoree is then at the point
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where what he has absorbed can be transmitted or entrusted to other "reliable men
who will be qualified to teach others."
Another ingredient in mentoring from this passage is the preparation involved in
spiritual growth. Paul cites three examples of the kind of preparation needed for spiritual
•

strength and development in 2 Timothy 2:3-7. Oneis to endure hardship like a good
soldier. Another is to train for competition like a good athlete. The third is to work hard
like a fat mer to receive a share of the crops.
~

Paul uses these to reveal the price for a life of effective discipleship. As a soldier
needs endurance, so a Christian must be prepared to endure the spiritual battles that come.
As an athlete must train for competition, so a Christian must develop character to
withstand temptation. As a farmer must patiently wait for the crop after seeds are planted,
so a Christian must wait on the Lord's timing for the results and the fruit of his labor. As
a mentor models these qualities developed over a lifetime, the mentoree realizes the
preparation needed to be equipped for a life of discipleship.
The biblical foundation for mentoring is found in these essentials. Mentoring
involves a covenant relationship such as the one between Paul and Timothy. Progress
occurs as the mentor transmits his guidance and encouragement until it is transferred into
the life of the mentoree. The continuing preparation for a life of effective discipleship
helps the mentoree realize his or her potential in Jesus Christ.
Paul identified himself as a master builder in I Corinthians 3: 10. He unfolds the
mentoring process in I Corinthians 3: 1-10:
Brothers, I could not address you as spiritual but as worldly--mere infants
in Christ. I gave you milk, not solid food, for you were not ready for it. Indeed,
you are still not ready. You are still worldly. For since there is jealousy and
quarreling among you, are you not worldly? Are you not acting like mere men?
For when one says, "I follow Paul," and another, "I follow Apollos," are you not
acting like mere men?
What, after all, is Apollos? And what is Paul? Only servants, through
whom you came to believe--as the Lord has assigned to each his task. I planted
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the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. So neither he who plants or
he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things grow. The man who
plants and the man who waters have one purpose, and each will be rewarded
according to his own labor. For we are God's fellow workers; you are God's
field, God's building.
By the grace God has given me, I laid a foundation as an expert builder,
and someone else is building on it. But each one should be careful how he builds.
Paul identified himself as a builder, one who served Jesus Christ by laying the

•

foundation for spiritual growth and development in the life ofthose young converts in
Corinth. He reminded the Corinthian converts not to follow any particular servant of
Christ, but Christ himself. He built into the lives of converts the foundation for spiritual
growth and maturity.
Using Paul's tenninology from this passage, a progression from "infant" to "expert
builder" results from the mentoring process. In these verses, Paul first speaks of infants in
Christ, then servants, then fellow workers, then expert builders. Using a more modern
analogy, young Christians are like novices, or apprentices. As growth and maturity
occurs, they become builders themselves, involved in the process of serving Christ with
others in God's field. Then, as mature and experienced Christians, they become expert
builders, who know how to design the steps of growth for fellow builders. This dynamic
view of spiritual growth comes from Paul's vision for every Christian to live a purposeful
and fruitful life. He worked with others with this goal in mind as an expert builder.
Mentors act as expert builders who use their experience to unlock the spiritual potential of
others.

Overview of the Dissertation
The purpose of this study is to explore the impact of pastoral mentors in the
Church of God (Anderson). Specific areas are their personal, professional, and spiritual
formation. Chapter 2 anchors the current study in the ongoing flow of related research
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and literature. Chapter 3 shows the design of the ensuing study. In Chapter 4 the
findings of the study are reported. Chapter 5 completes the dissertation with a summary
of the findings and their interpretation.

•

•
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CHAPTER 2
Precedents in the Literature
The Need for Mentors
This study focuses on how mentoring impacts the personal, professional, and
spiritual formation of Christian leaders. Other fields apply the mentoring principles
primarily for professional development. For example, business leaders pair a more
skilled or experienced person with a lesser skilled or experienced one with the agreed
-

upon goal of having the lesser skilled person grow and develop specific competencies
(Murray xiv). Murray traces this principle back to Greek culture which based their
relationships on a basic principle of human survival, that humans learn skills, culture, and
values directly from other humans whom they look to and admire (8) .
•

The concept of mentoring first appeared in Greek mythology when Ulysses
asked a wise man named Mentor in Homer's Odyssey to care for his son, Telemachus,
while Ulysses was fighting in the Trojan War. Mentor taught the boy "not only in book
learning but also in the wiles of the world" (Engstrom 3).
Later Mentor helps the youth track down his missing father, but by then he has
been possessed by Athene, the Greek goddess of war, patron of the arts and crafts, and
paragon of wisdom. Athene, in the guise of Mentor, pilots Telemachus past ambushes
and other deadly hazards to see him safely through his quest.
Thus the word derives from the image of a loyal, wise, and helpful friend

a

teacher, protector, and guide who uses his or her experience to show a person how to
overcome difficulties and avoid dangers. Homer's mythical figure was undoubtedly
drawn from real life of his time, for clearly there have been mentors for as long as there
have been human beings. From the Stone Age on, youngsters learned how to
hunt, gather, and prepare food, and fight their enemies under the guidance of older
members of their family, tribe, or clan ("What Makes a Good Mentor?" 20).
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Mentoring tended to move out of the family circle as societies grew more
sophisticated. A system emerged whereby apprentices learned their trades under
masters who had gone through the same process themselves. The masters might be
related to the apprentices, but more often they were non-relatives who engaged the
•

youths in exchange for near free labor. For centuries, apprenticeship was virtually the
only method of passing on advanced technical skills and knowledge ( "What Makes a

Good Mentor?" 20).
.

An influential, experienced person who personally helps you reach your major
life goals defines today's mentor. Mentors have the power, through who or what they
know, to promote your welfare (Hendricks 165). They help to answer the question,
"How can I make the most significant difference for God in my lifetime?" (Biehl 102).
The basis for spiritual mentoring is to help someone reach his or her God-given potential
in life (19).
The mentor's most crucial developmental function is to support and facilitate
realization of the dream of the mentoree by believing in it, giving it his blessing, helping
to define it, and creating a space in which it can be worked on in a satisfactory life
structure that contains it (Levinson 99).
Today, mentoring occurs in many fields . The fields of business, education, and
the military all have formal mentoring programs. This study explores the impact of
mentoring in ministry in light of its universal use in many fields of endeavor throughout
history. Significant roles mentoring plays in developing the lives of people were
explored.

Description of Mentors
Hendricks (1995) identifies ten marks of a mentor. Mentors seem to (1) have
•

what you personally need, (2) cultivate relationships, (3) are willing to take a chance on
an individual, (4) are respected by other Christians, (5) have a network of resources, (6)
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are consulted by others, (7) can both talk and listen, (8) are consistent in lifestyle,
(9) are able to diagnose your needs, and (10) are concerned with your interests (63).
The first thing a mentor needs is a heart for people - a regard for the worth of
every person, and a vision of the possibilities of that person as a channel for God to use
(Sanny 37). In a good mentoring relationship the rrientoree feels admiration, respect,
appreciation, gratitude, and love for the mentor (Levinson 100).
Dick Moe is a layman in a congregation in Atlanta. He recently had this to say
.

about his pastor, Paul Rider, who was retiring from the ministry. Revealing his
admiration for the impact he had on his life, he stated:
Pastor Paul Rider has been my pastor for sixteen years at Belvedere
Chapel and now Faith Community Church. He is retiring in August. Paul has
shown all of us how a true Christian is supposed to live. His tremendous
patience, compassion and love for all will be treasured and remembered
throughout eternity. Some pastors are pastors for a time. Paul will be my pastor
for the rest of my life. He has been my mentor for sixteen years.
Mentoring relationships can be described in a variety of ways. Biehl (1996)
Claims they start on the basis of companionship, camaraderie, correction, and friendship.
Mentors must like their mentorees, believe in them, enjoy being with them, and want to
see them win in life (22).
Likewise, the mentoree needs to find the characteristics needed in a mentor. The
following set of questions clarify what to look for in a mentor: Does he or she have
wisdom from experience? Is there chemistry between mentor and mentoree? Will he or
she take the responsibility seriously? Is he or she willing and able to confront? Does he
or she ask good questions? (Smith, Fred "How to Find a Mentor," 57-58). When
there is a comfort level between mentor and mentoree, the relationship can flourish.
Nurturing is the essence ofmentoring. A mentor provid~s "warm help," giving
nourishment, support, and encouragement (Biehl 26). The mentor nurtures by
providing whatever is needed at the moment. It may be emotional support, skills,
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training, or money.
The mentor focuses on the needs of the mentoree, responding to the expressed
desires (Maxwell 112). He or she may not want help in an area in which the mentor
wants to offer help. A principle for mentoring is: "Help someone where help is wanted,
and soon you can help where it is needed" (White 28). As the relationship grows, more
equipping and developing can take place. Nurturing sets the stage for further steps in
the mentoring relationship.
.

Mentors serve as divine contacts. God brings them at a crucial moment into the
development phase of life in order to affiIITI and encourage a person's leadership
potential, to give guidance on a special issue, to offer insights that broaden the leader, to
challenge the mentoree toward God, and to open doors to ministry opportunities.
Barnabas became the divine contact for Saul after his conversion, stood by him and
supported him until the early Christians saw that Saul was no longer their enemy. Such
divine contacts enable us to overcome obstacles on our path to spiritual leadership.
Mentors strengthen others through their encouragement. Paul sent Tychicus to
tell the Colossians news about himself and to comfort and encourage them (Colossians
4:8). Phrases such as, "1 love you," "I'm proud of you," "You are going to make it,"
and "1 enjoy being with you" encourage and strengthen the mentoree (Biehl 93).
Listening is essential to the mentoring relationship. The mentor begins by
listening to the mentoree's story (Maxwell 93). By listening, the latent divine gifts
resident in every Christian can be uncovered, building power for Christian service
(Montague 205). The mentor can fonnulate questions to bring out more infonnation
needed to unlock potential. The basic mentoring questions are: What are your
priorities? How can 1 help? (Biehl 4). The mentoree discovers in his or her answers
insights to move them forward. By serving as sounding boards, those with more
experience provide accurate advice for the mentoree (Fiebelman 15).
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Character development takes place in mentoring relationships. Ministry
cannot be shaped by God without three connecting angles--scripture, prayer, and
accountability to a soul friend (peterson 211). The qualities of honesty, integrity, selfdiscipline, teachability, dependability, perseverance, conscientiousness, and a strong
work ethic develop in the context of such relationships (Maxwell 48).
These characteristics of mentoring relationships result in experiences and
activities designed to develop skills and bring out potential. Spiritual mentoring has no
.

distinct fOlIn. The primary foundation is friendship (Sellner 56).
C.S. Lewis approached mentoring on this basis. The willingness to share lives
and stories was crucial in his approach to mentoring. As these exchanges take place,
qualities to be developed are identified. The qualities C.S. Lewis brought to people,
especially his care, transfOl med people, helping many to discern direction in their lives as
well as a greater sense of God's presence (Sellner 55).
Horiest communication is a vital mentoring activity. Guidance that leads to
healing or transfOl mation depends not only on the honest communication between
people but on the wisdom and care of the guide. Lewis empowered people he
mentored, helping them discern their vocations, acknowledge their gifts, and shape their
dreams (Sellner 56-57).
Communication on this level includes shared feelings and deep emotional ties.
The mentor helps .develop a finely tuned sense of self esteem. When a mentoree can
come to tel InS with the fact that it is good to be a human being, that person can engage
her or his potential (Smith, Gregory 22).
Leighton Ford focused for ten years on developing leaders in their late twenties
and thirties. His Arrow leadership program focuses on sharpening their vision, shaping
their values, and sharing their ventures. Ford says he now has a sharper sense of what it
takes for leaders to grow. Among other things: "senior mentors, who are very available
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to them, meaning not just time but vulnerability" (Neff 6).
The mentor communicates his experiences to a mentoree to help the mentoree
discover the abilities that allow him or her to reach full potential (Maxwell 113). The
confidence needed to act on dreams and desires comes from self discovery of abilities.
In the Emmaus story (Luke 24:13-35), Jesus walks with and listens to two
•

human beings share their story. After listening, he educates through building on their
own experiences. He supports their dreams and provides a connection between the
.

present time of dialogue and the time to come. He provides a transparency, a view to
what can be if only one believes, experienced only in the breaking of bread (Smith,
Gregory 38). Intentional attempts to open up honest communication are important, but
like Jesus, taking advantage of opportunities that present themselves brings insights that
have tremendous impact.
Jesus mentored his disciples primarily by being with them, demonstrating before
them the qualities and character needed for their tasks. He also taught them. His
mentoring methods included training them. He told them what to do in his name, and
why they should do it. He showed them how, did it with them, let them do it, and then
deployed them into the world (Hull 155).
Hull describes these steps in the development of the disciples. "Come and see"
describes Jesus' calling to the disciples to observe his life. As they observed him, he
explained his purposes: the salvation of humankind, the multiplying of disciples, and the
establishment of his kingdom. (191). "Come and follow me" describes the
demonstration of his ministry, showing them how and doing it with them (196). "Come
and be with me" let them do acts of ministry on their own, sending them out to minister
(200). This deliberate process shows how developing the potential of others is both
•

relational and intentional. Jesus guided the disciples primarily by being with them, but
intentionally used experiences to develop them into mature disciples who were prepared
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for their tasks.
Another way to describe what takes place in the mentoring process follows the
same pattern as Jesus used. The mentor begins the development with "I do, you
watch," the observation and model phase. Next is "I do, you help," or limited
participation. "You do, I help" transitions into the mentor assisting and evaluating. At
the "You do, I watch" stage, the mentoree is fully trained. The mentor serves as an
•

encourager (George and Logan 110).
.

Effective mentoring models also have an intentional process. Oral Withrow
defines such a process as including the following components:
Enrichment: providing treasures for the learner that will be a lasting
resource for his or her ministry. The treasures include
-the gift of oneself in friendship
-information on how best to do the task(s)
•

•

-experience doing ministry together

Encouragement: assuring the learner of personal support by
-freely giving compliments on tasks done well and
-generously expressing concern, verbally and nonverbally, for the
person, especially when the learner is discouraged.
Evaluation: assisting the learner in assessing progress by caring enough
-to be kind in evaluations and
-honest about successes and failures.
Enabling: conveying strength for the task by
-directing the learner to resources and
-giving permission for the learner to venture into ministry (96).
Paul took a special interest in Timothy, his son in the faith. Paul helped Timothy

•

develop greater capacity for ministry by assigning tasks that extended him to his utmost .
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Timothy was overtolerant with some, irritable with opponents, and tended to rely
on his old spiritual mentality (Sanders 220). Paul instructed him with admonition,
encouragement, and help to stretch Timothy's capacities.
Paul passed his mantle to him when he said, "And the things you have heard me
say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified
•

to teach others" (2 Timothy 2:2). He sent him to minister to other settings with full
confidence. Paul states in I Thessalonians 3:2-3 that "We sent Timothy, who is our
.

brother and God's fellow worker in spreading the gospel of Christ, to strengthen and
encourage you in your faith, so that no one would be unsettled by these trials."
Timothy, developed into a mature and well-equipped leader, strengthened and stabilized
people so the gospel could go forward and transfOl m more lives.
The mentor's goal should be to develop the maximum utilization of the abilities
ofmentorees (Maxwell 15). Leaders need about four or five years to develop programs
in institutions, but it takes seven years or more to develop people (McKenna 169). The
best kind of mentoring occurs over a long relationship where prayer, presence in good
times and bad, love, and encouragement take place (Biehl 129).
Sellner describes the relationship of Irish soul friends. The spiritual mentoring
included both the acknowledgment of sin and discernment of God's spirit in the heart.
They believed that the opening of one's heart to another leads to peace of heart (68).
The characteristics needed for a soul friend included maturity, compassion to hear and
understand another's pain, genuine respect for others, confidentiality, self-disclosure,
scholarly knowledge, and the ability to discern the movement of the spirit in the heart
(76-78). Such in-depth relationships take time to cultivate. The full-orbed work of
mentoring can be a continual process where the soul is profoundly touched .
•

The broad range of mentoring activities covered here can best be summarized
scripturally in I Thess. 5:14, "And we urge you, brothers, warn those who are idle,
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encourage the timid, help the weak, be patient with everyone." Only in
relationships where all of those activities take place can growth occur.

Mentoring in Business
While this study focuses on mentoring in the ministry, other fields include
mentoring as a vital part of professional development. Business takes a more structured
•

approach to mentoring activities. There are staff advisors, consultants, and specialists to
calion for particular needs. Often a list of people is made available that constitutes an
.

experience bank to call on (Smith, Fred Learning to Lead 159).
Mentors in business may agree to perform one or more of a list of functions that
are tied to the perfOimance of their jobs. Mentors can act as a source of information on
the mission and goals of the organization. They can tutor specific skills, effective
behavior, and ability to function in the organization. Coaches bring skill development to
mentorees. Mentors in business assist the mentoree in plotting a career path (Murray
113). These activities accomplish many of the goals already listed in this study in
developing a mentoree's potential. Job performance and skill development to advance
the career are the focus of mentoring in business.
An international management-consulting firm, Heidrick and Struggles, surveyed

1250 prominent men and women executives in the late 1970's to determine factors
contributing to their success. Nearly two-thirds of those surveyed reported having had a
mentor or sponsor. The study indicated that "Executives who have had a mentor earned
more money at a younger age, are happier with their progress, and derive greater
pleasure from their work" (Murray 18).
In this era of business mergers, bankruptcies, and downsizings, mentors are
particularly valuable in the workplace where they can guide other workers through the
•

minefields of modern commerce. The mentor relationship is increasingly being seen as
an important ingredient in career development, particularly for women managers and
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professionals (Burke, McKeen, and McKenna 1011-1023). Joanne Sherman
stated in an article that in the business world having a mentor taught her how beneficial
it is to learn from the experiences of another. Being a mentor taught her the benefits and
rewards of sharing her own experiences and special knowledge. Her advice is to find a
mentor and become one (Sherman 10).
Murray also stated the benefits to an organization or company that result from
mentoring. They include increased productivity, cost effectiveness, improved
.

recruitment efforts, increased organizational communication and understanding,
maintenance and motivation of senior people, enhancement of services provided, and
improvement in strategic planning (32-35). Such tangible results testifY to the dynamic
impact of mentoring relationships beyond the individual help provided.
The primary focus of mentoring in business is on job perfOImance and career
development. Mentoring in ministry also focuses on professional development, but with
an equal focus on character development and spiritual formation .

Mentoring in Education
Education administrators use teacher mentors to help develop young teachers.
Teacher mentor programs endorse the proposition that becoming a competent teacher is
a lifelong process which can be facilitated by a mentor in the early stages of teacher
development (Odell 13). The goals ofmentoring beginning teachers include promoting
professional development, providing support and information to reduce concerns, and
increasing retention (16-17). A mentor teacher is usually assigned to a teacher during
the first year of teaching.
The gist of the research on mentoring in education is that mentors are especially
important at the beginning of people's careers or at crucial turning points in their
professional lives (Daloz 20). Young people entering the business world find their way
with the help of mentors. It is my belief that those entering the ministry would benefit
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by having a mentor develop the foundation for a life of effective ministry.
Mentoring relationships are made by choice. Both those who choose to mentor
and those who choose to be mentored are looking for specific needs to be met in the
relationship. The approach may be intense and frequent contact, or casual and
occasional encounters. Depending on the kind of help and development needed and
•

desired, approaches vary.
Choosing someone with potential that the mentor genuinely believes in is vital to
any mentoring relationship. As the relationship progresses, the mentor will determine
what is needed and wanted and will work on those areas. The mentor will evaluate
progress constantly. All through the relationship, no matter how intense or casual, the
mentor remains committed and available (Maxwell 81-82),

Types of Mentors
Mentoring relationships vary in form, structure, and duration. Some mentoring
relationships extend over many years. Some mentoring relationships are infOI mal and
unstructured, while others have definite goals and intentional processes. A category of
the types of mentoring relationships follow.
Paul Stanley and Robert Clinton identify mentoring relationship approaches as
intensive, occasional, or passive, Examples of each of these approaches are described in
the following paragraphs. All three have their place depending on the needs and desires
of those involved,
The intensive mentoring approach includes the discipler and the spiritual guide.
The discipler mentoring relationship is one of attraction, responsiveness, and
,

accountability in which the discipler-mentor teaches and enables in the basics of
following Christ (52-53). Time is spent going over spiritual exer.cises such as how to
read the Bible, how to pray, how to share your faith, and other strengthening exercises
designed to solidify the faith of the mentoree.
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Intensive mentoring is required for developing a leader. Mentors, as
leaders, are those who cast a vision and find those who want to join with that vision.
The leader then commits to developing that person while together they achieve their
dream. That kind of synergy, unity, and teamwork is powerful (Hybels 60).
The spiritual guide asks questions of the meritoree designed for honest selfassessment. A mentor might ask a mentoree questions such as: What do you want out
oflife? List what you want to accomplish in your family, career, and spiritual life in five
.

years, ten years, twenty years. What price will you pay? Set concrete objectives to
attain these goals with a prioritized plan for attaining them. How can these objectives be
carried out? Assess your personality spectrums such as introvert/extrovert, high/low
energy, relationships/ideas, analytical/intuitive, leader/team player (Hendricks 242-43).
How do you gain knowledge and skill? Determine if you become proficient through
writing objectives, practice, or tutoring (243). These probing questions can take place
in an intensive relationship where the mentor serves as a discipler and spiritual guide.
This idea of mentoring bears a similarity to apprenticeship relationships in other
fields where intensive training takes place, such as with electricians and plumbers. The
mentoree must be willing to be guided and eager to respond to assigned tasks. The
deliberateness of the process necessitates accountability (Stanley and Clinton 53-54).
•

Another type of intensive mentor is the coach. The coach provides motivation

and imparts skills. and application to meet a task or a challenge. He or she relates to
individuals and help them strengthen perrol mance in personal and ministry
responsibilities, focusing on teaching how to do things. A coach empowers a mentoree
.

with the motivation, perspective, and skills to enable both perrO! mance and effectiveness

(77-79).
•

The business world now has coaches who serve as part consultant, part
motivational speaker, part therapist, and part rent-a-friend. They work with managers,
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entrepreneurs and just plain folks, helping them define and achieve their goals,
both career and personal.
"It's a new thing, so a lot of people don't know what it is," says Talane
Miedaner, who works by day as a Manhattan bank executive and coaches other
executives part time in the evenings. "But I think within the next five years people are
going to say 'Who is your coach, not 'What is a coach?'" (Hamilton 48). Coaches in the
business world are hired and the primary reason for them is career advancement, but it
reveals the general understanding that people need intensive one-to-one relationships to
succeed in life's ventures.
Realizing our God-given potential results from relationships with key people
along the way who, because of who they are and what they know, impact individuals in
dramatic ways. From time to time people cross life's path who help for short periods of
time in special ways. This is described as "occasional mentoring." Occasional mentors
make special developmental contributions at appropriate times. The amount of time
spent together is not an issue in this relationship; appropriate and timely advice is.
Empowelment occurs as advice is applied (Stanley and Clinton 95).
The counselor-mentor is another category of mentors. Counselor-mentors
provide timely advice where misjudgments or actions with serious consequences can
take place. One of the functions of a counselor-mentor includes encouragement,
imparting hope and a positive perspective. A counselor-mentor is a soundboard,
providing objectivity to ideas, giving specific advice, adding perspective, and even
giving major guidance. Ongoing counseling relationships can lead to inner healing oflife
issues that hinder growth (95-96).
Counselor-mentors do not have to be professionals to serve the function, but by
natural ability, acquired skills, and spiritual gifts demonstrate the ability to help. Finding
the people that fit this category can go a long way toward personal development.
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Teacher-mentors are another fOlm of occasional mentors. Teachermentors impart knowledge and understanding of a particular subject. They have
knowledge in some needed subject area, the ability to organize that knowledge, and the
desire to impart information so as to enhance a mentoree's understanding and
application of it. (96). Everyone needs infOlmation in a specific area of life or ministry
that a knowledgeable person can teach. This kind of mentoring develops someone in a
specific area, giving added knowledge and insights.
A sponsor-mentor's central thrust is to provide career guidance for advancement
in an organization. A sponsor-mentor helps a mentoree by having the credibility and
authority within an organization to provide networks and resources to enable
development of the mentoree's influence in the organization (Stanley and Clinton 124).
Sponsor mentors must be willing to assume responsibility and accountability for the
mentoree, using their communication channels to provide opportunities for them. They
must be willing to help them set goals, give feedback, and to share personal experiences
relevant to the needs of the participant (Murray 117).
Passive mentoring includes those resources that can help development when
other types of mentors are unavailable. Models are those who embody the values that
attract and demonstrate how to live them out. The example of their life mentors
indirectly even if there is no direct contact with them (Stanley and Clinton 142).
Another type of passive mentoring is the historical model, someone deceased but whose
writings serve as an inspiration and motivating force (147).
Peer co-mentoring occurs when an acquaintance or friend serves as a help
because of the openness, trust, and commitment in the relationship (191). Peers bring a
perspective based on shared experiences. The "one another" passages in the New
•

Testament demonstrate how the mutual care for one another brings out the best.
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Bob Shank uses the tel ms role mentoring, soul mentoring, and whole
mentoring to describe approaches to mentoring. Role mentoring includes help in the
area of personal conduct. Soul mentoring assists in the area of character, providing an
enhanced system of values and integrity. Whole mentoring gives guidance in the area of
•

the personal calling (Shank) .
Paul likened himself to a wise master builder in I Corinthians 3: 10. He used the
term builder to describe his ministry thirty-two times in the New Testament. He laid the
foundation for his followers to build on (Luecke). Mentoring builds into the lives of
mentorees, much like a master builder works with craftsmen.
An obvious type of mentoring relationship takes place in the home. Parents who

agree on major issues are the best mentors to their children. Kindness and respect are
twin characteristics of parental mentors who succeed in what Zig Ziglar calls "positive
kids in a negative world" (Engstrom 51).
Ted 'Engstrom also writes about some of the special qualities of women as
mentors. Women pay attention to details often overlooked by men, making a woman
more thoughtful and accommodating in her associations. Because of a woman's
capacity to love, she is well suited to develop leaders through mentoring. Since
mentoring is the involvement of one person in the welfare of another so that the
potentialities of the other are developed to their optimum capacity, the special and
creative care ofa woman can hasten the process (144).
Pastors serve as mentors. People look to pastors as patterns for godly living
whether or not a pastor desires such a mantle. Pastors are in the unique position of
engaging in intensive mentoring, occasional mentoring, and passive mentoring all at the
same time. One of the rewards of ministry is the possibility of significant impact in the
,

development of many people,
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Pastors must be skilled in three essential life principles. One is life
transference, which means sharing wisdom, knowledge, experience, and maturity in
unstructured situations. As one pastor put it, "My office is wherever I am at the
moment." Another principle is the mastery of spiritual disciplines such as knowledge of
the Word, scripture memory, giving, praying, and fasting. A third principle is
accountability, which means caring enough to hold others responsible to develop their
full potential (Engstrom 71).
Larry Crabb and his wife addressed the difficulty of mentors and mentorees finding
each other. Older people are not comfortable asking a younger person, "Would you like
me to mentor you?' Younger persons are not comfortable asking, "Could I talk with
you?"
They planned a group for five older and five younger couples to meet together and
say, "Would you be interested in hearing us old fogies talk about what we've learned?
,

And can you help us see things we've forgotten that we need to remember?" (Crabb 39).
Out of such an atmosphere wisdom and experience can be transferred.

Results of Mentoring
Barnabas was an average guy with average gifts. However, he had a major
advantage. He knew that God wanted to use men like him to influence other men.
Though he saw potential in Saul and John Mark, who would have guessed how far
Barnabas' influence would eventually reach? (Gorsuch 68)
Because mentors can significantly help persons to reach their major life goals,
finding and making use of the right mentor is the most critical step someone can take
(Sellner 27) At key decision points the difference between a person staying in a position
or resigning is frequently one short conversation with a mentor. At turning points of all
kinds--job change, birth ofa child, death in the family, new assignments--one brief word
with a mentor makes all the difference. At points where a mentoree has gotten off the
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track--any kind of financial, moral, ethical, or legal breakdown--one short
conversation with a mentor can turn the tide (Biehl 85).
Such encounters can change the direction from a downhill spiral to new hope and
promise for the future. The rate of moral and ethical failure in the ministry is increasing.
So many in discouraging circumstances slip through the cracks into destructive behavior.
Strong ties to someone with wisdom and maturity can provide the safety net of a
different perspective to prevent failure.
.

Mentors impact mentorees by helping them find growth and balance in the
important areas of their life. Seeking the help of a mentor in family and marriage issues,
finances, personal growth, physical conditioning, professional conduct, social skills and
spiritual disciplines offers balancing perspectives to the impulses that would otherwise
cause harm (Biehl 24-25). Conversations about one or more of these areas provide new
insights. A more accountable approach can be made, setting up goals for one or more of
•

the areas and keeping track of them when getting together. A series of questions can be
decided upon to ask about one or more of these areas when in conversation. These
approaches allow for growth and balance in the key areas of life.
Mentors help to affir In and confir III the call of God upon the life of the mentoree.
They help to clarify the options, and after leaving mentorees alone to make the choices,
affirm the direction chosen (Sellner 83). They can help to explore roots, the significant
persons and events that have shaped experiences, and affirm dreams (100). When a
mentoring relationship takes shape in this manner, confidence grows in the
understanding of what God wants to do.
Good mentoring relationships lead to positive behavior change. Behavior under
scrutiny changes for the better. People made accountable to someone become serious
•

about changing their behavior (Engstrom 33). Few people are disciplined enough to
change the patterns and habits developed over a long period of time without either some
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forced system of accountability or one chosen voluntarily. Mentoring
relationships offer the best possibility for change because they build on motivations
already in place and enable them to flourish in a trusting environment. Forced
accountability may change behavior for awhile but it tends to revert when forced
accountability ends.
Mentoring empowers a responsive leader (Clinton and Stanley 12). An
empowered person can better define life goals, maximize potential, and utilize capacities .
.

Mentoring as empower ment starts with someone in need who finds someone with
experience to meet that need. A relationship is established where the more experienced
person shares what he or she has been through or learned, meeting the need of the one
seeking. With the acceptance of what was shared, the power to grow through a
situation is passed from mentor to mentoree. Actual transfer and change takes place.
Empowerment results. This process is the heart of mentoring (32) .
•

The product of mentoring is personal, professional, and spiritual formation as
evidenced by practicing disciplines. Dwight Grubbs defines the disciplines in spiritual
formation. The inward disciplines are: meditation, prayer, fasting, and study. The
outward disciplines are: simplicity, solitude, submission, and service. The corporate
disciplines are: confession, worship, guidance, and celebration. The character disciplines
are: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and selfcontrol. The ministry disciplines are: witnessing, caring, visioning, leading, and equipping
(42-43).
Jesus' leadership strategy included a higher standard, a deeper reality, a stronger
power, and greater commandments (Ford 58). Christian leadership requires that every
word spoken, every advice given, and every strategy developed comes from lives that
know God intimately (Nouwen 30). Christian leaders are those who have been impacted
significantly by mentors who have lived such lives.
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Gail Sheehy's investigation led her to believe that the happiest adults are
those who had confronted change, had mentors on whom to rely, and conquered those
transitions as a result. The mentor may have been a teacher, weighing data and theory
as a guide, walking a mentoree through life's inevitable struggles; a witness, illustrating
•

values to be held dear; and a listener, gently supporting dreams and expectations (Smith,

•

Gregory 22). Their lives motivate and illuminate other's lives and they are often
remembered and quoted, catalysts to new behavior (44).
Mentors impact people because they believe in people. They have a keen
understanding of the principles for dealing with motivation, emotion, pain, trust, and
loyalty (Tichy and Devanna 274). They form a bond that time and distance cannot
erase.
Some people invest their lives speaking to crowds. Others, called mentors,
choose to invest in people one at a time. Face to face, one to one, is the most effective
•

way to impact another life. There genuine interest and love are transmitted and
profound effect occurs.

Conclusions
Beginning with God's call on someone's life, the preparation process that
follows will have a significant impact on fulfilling that call. Mentoring is a necessary
part of the preparation. Mentors center more on personal rather than professional
development. Professional development results from the personal development.
Seminary training, conferences, and seminars provide training for professional
development. Issues of the heart and spirit are better impacted by mentoring.
Mentoring at its best impacts personal development. Unlike other professionals,
pastors deal mainly with souls. To deal with souls means to show deep concern about
the spiritual welfare of persons made in the image of God, with potential power to
become like him, or else like the devil (Blackwood 18). As God's representative, a
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pastor has the higher calling of growing more and more like Christ in order to
serve the highest interests ofa soul bound for heaven or hell (18).
The personal development needed requires intensive mentoring. An identified
spiritual guide or coach becomes the steadying influence through the journey of ministry .
.
•

Occasional mentors, identified in the literature as counselors, teachers, or sponsors, each
have their place in personal development. Passive mentors serving as models and peers
help us sort through difficult issues. However, Jesus' intensive approach to mentoring
the disciples produced the depth of impact that developed them for ministry.
Because C.S. Lewis approached mentoring as a caring friendship, he impacted
the personal development of his mentorees. When someone with more pastoral
experience and spiritual maturity mentors another, the care shown impacts the spirit.
C. S. Lewis transfOI med his mentorees because of his care for them.
Mentoring impacts personal development through time spent together.
.

Mentorees have the privilege of continued exposure to a mentor's life. The mentor
transmits life and ministry lessons learned over time. The mentoree evaluates the
validity of those lessons, deciding how to incorporate them into his or her own personal
conduct. The mentoree embraces honesty, conscientiousness, and love for others
because they have been observed over time in the mentor's life. A two-day seminar
under a dynamic leader and motivator may bring a lot of ideas and insights. Such
.

experiences are valuable but the impact of a mentoring relationship goes deeper with
more permanent value.
Mentors also impact spiritual development. Howard Hendricks' spiritual
guidance questions asks mentorees to list the spiritual objectives that they want to
accomplish in five-year increments, following up with a probing question about the price
the mentoree is willing to pay to accomplish them. Such questions call for thoughtful
assessment. When probing questions are asked in a mentoring relationship,
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accountability for personal spiritual development results.
Mentors impact professional development by helping to clarify the call of God on
the mentoree's life and grow in that calling. By coming alongside them, they provide
them with tools. The four-stage development process described by Hull shows how
.

Jesus impacted the disciples. He showed them how, did it with them, let them do it, and
deployed them (155). Someone who has completed seminary when faced with
•

conducting the first funeral in a pastorate, may have had no training on what to do. The
help of a mentoring pastor can provide professional guidance for this kind of situation
and a host of others that arise.
Mentoring is not an exact science. Both good and bad habits and practices are
exposed in mentoring relationships. The interviews with pastors found in chapter four
of this study reveal some negative experiences in the mentoring process. The possibility
of disappointment always exists in relationships of any kind, including mentoring. The
.

literature reveals some effects that last when mentoring is done well. Those effects help
mentorees fulfill God's purposes for their lives .

•

•
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
Pastoral development occurs in a variety of ways. Suppose someone graduates
from seminary at age twenty-five with a commitment to a life of pastoral ministry. What
tools will be needed to develop personally, professionally, and 'spiritually over a forty-year
ministry? How will lifelong learning take place? How will personal initiative keep
growing? Forty years bring a host of changes in the personal world of the pastor, in
church life, and in society. Exploring the lives of those who have experienced fulfillment
in a lifetime of ministry can provide insights on what is needed.
Pastors must continue to develop professionally in order to remain relevant to the
needs of the people they serve. Much has been written in the last few years on the
differences between the generations, often referred to as busters, boomers, and builders.
If a pastor from the builder, or older, generation is going to be able to relate to the buster,
or younger, generation, he or she will need to keep abreast of the ways in which busters
differ from the pastor's generation. Continuing education through classes, conferences, or
seminars provides professional development needed for such issues.
A pastor continues to develop spiritually through the spiritual disciplines,
deepening and broadening those practices. Growing in those disciplines keeps a pastor
close to God as ministry develops and unfolds.
Pastors develop personally through fellowship with other pastors. Most
denominations or church groups provide meetings or settings for pastors to gather for
fellowship and interaction. These settings allow for both formal and informal conversation
that bring insights for personal development.
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Mentoring is an ingredient included in this broad range of activity that
contributes to the personal, spiritual, and professional development of the pastor. Pastors
who fulfill a lifetime of ministry need the combination of many of the above mentioned
influences in their development. Mentoring is a vital ingredient in the mix of the many
factors contributing to success in ministry.

The Purpose

•

The purpose of this study is to explore the ways in which pastoral mentors
.

impacted other pastors in the Church of God (Anderson) in their personal, professional,
and spiritual formation. In this descriptive study, I sought to identify the key ways in
which mentors have influenced their lives.
In order to explore the impact of pastoral mentors, the following research
questions were formulated for use in personal interviews with pastors in the Church of
God (Anderson).
Research Question # 1: What do pastors report were the influences that
contributed most to their development for ministry?
This "grand tour" question is intended to explore the wide range of influences that
pastors recognize as significant in their preparation for ministry. The first interview
question will be a personalization of the above question. What do you report were the
influences in your background that contributed the most to your development in ministry?
Subsequent questions are: How would you describe the ways each of these influences
affected you? How would you rank these in order of importance in their influence? If one
of these influences was someone you consider a mentor, describe their impact on your
life?
The responses to these questions revealed what pastors felt meant the most to
them in their overall development for ministry. As they articulate how they were
influenced, it will become apparent whether individuals were the dominant influences or
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less personal influences such as books, or classes. The responses indicate mentors
fit into the overall picture in pastoral development.
Research Question # 2: What kinds of intentional activities did mentors do that
influenced the pastor's personal, professional, and spiritual formation?
This question was personalized. What kinds of intentional activities did your
mentor do with you that influenced your personal, professional, and spiritual formation?
Subsequent questions focused on those activities. Were the activities done directly with
you or did you observe them? How did they apply to your personal, professional, and
spiritual fOI mation? In what ways would you like to replicate or pattern your life after
your mentor as a result of those activities? What would you do differently than your
mentor as a result of your experience?
These questions get at the heart of the ways in which pastors are impacted both
positively and negatively in their experience with a mentor. Specific activities were listed
•

that were most beneficial. Those that have impacted the pastor's life positively
have the possibility of becoming transferable. Those that impacted them negatively
indicate what they avoided as a result of the mentor's influence.
Research Question # 3: What do pastors who did not have mentors report as the
reasons for not having them?
This question was personalized as an interview question. Why did you not have a
mentor? Subsequent questions seek to determine the specific reasons for not having them.
Would you have chosen to have one if available? Would you desire a mentor at this stage
of your ministry. Why or why not?

Population and Sample
This descriptive study gathered infOI mation from thirty-one pastors in the Church
of God (Anderson) through personal interviews to receive important information related
to the impact that mentoring had on their lives
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The number of active congregations of the Church of God (Anderson) in the
state of Ohio is 216. In order to secure the number of interviews needed for data
collection, a letter was sent to the pastors of every fourth congregation in Ohio, using the
1997 Yearbook of the Church of God (Anderson). The letter introduced the subject
.

matter, and mentioned the desire for an interview by phone or in person to discuss it.
Calls were made and interviews conducted until a total of thirty-one interviews were
•

completed. The interview results from those pastors fOImed the sample for the survey.

Instrumentation
Standardized open-ended interviews were conducted. The research questions
were used to conduct the interviews with pastors. In addition to the research questions,
follow-up questions were asked to probe further thinking on the ways in which their lives
were impacted. For those who did not identify mentors in their background, follow-up
questions were asked. The interviews sought a balance between those who identify
.

mentors in their background and those who do not for comparative responses.

Data Analysis
Once the interviews were conducted, the responses were analyzed by examining
the data from the open-ended questions used in the interviews with the pastors. The
themes that emerged from the literature on the impact of mentors was compared with the
themes that came out of the interviews to see how they match or differ. The follow-up
questions sought to determine if the pastors feel they missed anything by not having a
mentor, and whether they desire mentoring at this stage of their ministry. For those who
are currently mentoring others, insights into how that mentoring is taking place were
•

analyzed to better understand the effectiveness of the mentoring process.
The interview questions were pretested with the

reflectio~

group. My reflection

group consists of four local pastors from different denominations. The reflection group
consists of pastors rather than members of the congregation because the research relates
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specifically to pastors. I presented the research questions to the group for their
responses. I considered their answers in comparison to the findings in the literature
•

reVIew.
The interviews were conducted either in person or by telephone. The interview
.

protocol was the same. To the interviewer, there appeared to be no discernible difference.
The interviews were fifteen to thirty minutes in length, depending on the amount of
follow-up questions needed to gather necessary information. I took extensive notes
during the interviews. This provided cohesive records of the interviews for the data
analysis. I took the data from the interviews and developed themes or categories from the
responses on the impact of mentoring.. These categories were compared with the themes
on the impact of mentoring found in the literature review. Conclusions were drawn from
the comparisons.

Independent and Dependent Variables
.

The independent variable is the personal, professional, and spiritual formation of
pastors. The responses from the interviews were subjective. Categories that were
developed from the responses were defined.
The dependent variable is the classification of categories based on the responses to
the interview questions related to the personal, professional, and spiritual formation part
of the purpose statement in the study.

Control
The interviews given were based on a systematic sample of active pastors of
•

congregations of the Church of God in Ohio. The interviews included the following
identifying infOImation: age, sex, educational level, number of years in pastoral ministry,
and the number of years in current pastorate. The structure of th~ population was
analyzed to detel mine the pertinent demographic information.
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Data Analysis
After the interviews were conducted, analysis of the responses looked for similar
patterns or themes. The responses were placed into categories or themes and then into
sub-categories if necessary. Integrating what has been said in this fashion revealed the
opinions and feelings of those interviewed. Conclusions were drawn based on patterns
matching the responses. Quotations deemed pertinent to the conclusions were included.
These patterns were compared with the themes found in the literature on the impact of
mentoring on the personal, professional, and spiritual formation of pastors .

•

•
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
I determined to explore the impact that pastoral mentors have on the personal,
professional, and spiritual development of pastors in this study.
The literature review revealed the significant impact that mentors have on the
personal development of mentorees. While business and education mentoring programs
primarily aim at professional development to enhance skills, the literature revealed that
pastoral mentors impact the "being" of the mentoree more than the "doing." Professional
development is integral to pastoral mentoring, but character and attitude issues are more
of a focus in pastoral mentoring.

Interviews with Pre-Test Group
Five local pastors representing the United Methodist, Christian Church/Churches
of Christ, American Baptist, Church of God (Anderson), and Free Methodist
denominations composed the reflection group. It served as the pre-test group for the
interview questions. A summary of their responses to the three research questions
follows.
Research question # 1: What do pastors report were the influences that contributed
the most to their development for ministry?
Interview question # 1.1: What do you report were the primary influences that
.

contributed the most to your development in ministry?
These pastors identified eight different influences that primarily affected their
·development. Three mentioned a member of their family of origin as the dominant
influence in their development. Other primary influences included the undergraduate
college experience, the seminary experience, a pastor and/or local church in the growing
up years, and a pastor in another faith tradition.
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Interview question 1.2: How would you describe the ways each of these
influences affected you?
These pastors reported a combination of individuals and experiences as the
influences that contributed the most to ministry development. Individuals influenced them
.

.

by example and encouragement. Experiences confilIned and sharpened development.
One pastor identified his mother as the primary influence on his development. He
cited the Wesleyan term "waI m heart and trained mind" to describe her spiritual life. She
lived her faith before him, .providing direction and shaping his values.
Two others also cited their immediate family as the primary influence. One of
these grew up in a pastor's home, citing his parents as having the most significant impact
on him.
Several mentioned the Christian environment at the Christian colleges they
attended. Another who attended a secular university indicated that his faith was sharpened
•

in the challenge of a non-Christian campus environment.
The seminary experience impacted two of these pastors significantly. One
mentioned the journey from uncertainty to certainty of God's call on his life through his
seminary experience. Another examined and validated his faith following an
undergraduate experience dominated by a scientific world view. Seminary also provided a
context for each of these to be introduced to other important people who then further
helped their ministry development.
One mentioned that his pastor encouraged the use of his talents, which gave him
confidence to consider God's call. Another cited people from his local church giving him

•

the same lcind of encouragement, challenging him to develop his talents for ministry that
led to his later call to ministry.
Interview question 1.3: How would you rank these in order of importance in their
influence?
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In order of importance in their influence, these pastors listed individuals, such as a
family member or pastor, in four out of five responses. Experiences followed as the next
most important influence.
Four out offive identified a mentor in their background. Three of them cited
•

senior pastors under which they served as associates. One mentioned a hospital chaplain
who served as a supervisor in a ePE program during seminary .
Research question # 2: What kinds of intentional activities did mentors do that
influenced the pastor's personal, professional, and spiritual formation?
Interview question #2.1: What kinds of intentional activities did your mentor do
with you that influenced your personal, professional, and spiritual development?
The answers yielded a variety of mentoring activities. Meeting together regularly
for planning and direction nurtured these pastors when they served as young associates.
Their senior pastors varied how they handled the meeting times, but each shared the
importance in their development.
Being with the senior pastors as they performed ministerial tasks was another
activity resulting in lasting influence. Personal counsel and direction was revealed as
another helpful mentoring activity.
Interview question # 2.2: Were these activities done directly with you or did you
observe them?
These mentoring pastors impacted them both by demonstration and observation.
One of the members of the reflection group quoted his mentoring pastor regarding the
importance of good worship preparation, "If something doesn't happen on Sunday
morning, it doesn't happen." That statement stuck with him throughout his ministry.
,

Interview question #2.3: How did they apply to your per~onal, professional, and

spiritual formation?
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These pastors were impacted personally by the time and personal attention
provided by mentors. They were impacted professionally through observation of the
mentor's lives and the demonstration of ministry skills. They were impacted spiritually by
the modeling of spiritual disciplines.
One pastor cited that the senior pastor he worked with shared his devotional life

.

methods with him. From that input, he deepened his own practice of spiritual disciplines.
Interview question # 2.4: In what ways would you like to replicate or pattern your
life after your mentor as a result of those activities?
Because he was required to keep a log of ministry activities in his meetings with
his mentoring pastor, one of these pastors keeps a log as a habit of his ministry. Another
patterns his devotional life after the disciplines observed and taught by his mentoring
pastor.
Interview question # 2.5: What would you do differently than your mentor as a
result of your experience?
One worked with a pastor who experienced an emotional breakdown. Another
deteI mined not to be as touchy to criticism as he observed strained relationships between
the mentoring pastor and his people.
Research question # 3: What do pastors who did not have mentors report as the
reasons for not having them?
Interview question # 3.1: Why did you not have a mentor?
One of these pastors did not have a mentoring relationship in his ministry
development. He cited that in his denomination few associate positions were available.
He sought out more experienced pastors as a young minister, but the responses he
received were that they were too busy to do it.

.

,

Interview question # 3.2: Would you have chosen to have one if available?
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He definitely would have chosen a mentoring relationship if available to him. He
recognizes several shortcomings that would have been helped by such a relationship,
specifically the need for structure in his time management.
The pre-test group identified mentors as an important part of their personal,
professional, and spiritual fOI mation. Mentors came into their lives after their educational
training in three of four cases in ministry assignments under senior pastors. One identified
a CPE supervisor during seminary training. They were receptive to the mentoring
received.
The interviews with the pre-test group established the pattern of the importance of
mentoring relationships evident in subsequent interviews with the research sample of
pastors in the Church of God (Anderson) from Ohio. Mentoring relationships surfaced as
vital influences in pastoral development.
The literature on the impact of mentoring revealed that mentors play an integral
role in pastoral development. They help to affirm and confirm the call to ministry.
Mentoring encourages growth and balance in vital areas of pastoral development.
Mentoring results in positive behavior change. Mentors also empower mentorees to
discover and develop the God-given gifts and abilities for ministry in mentorees. These
general conclusions from the literature review were consistent with the responses of the
random sample population of pastors interviewed for this study.
The interviews given were based on a systematic sample of active pastors of
congregations of the Church of God in Ohio. The interviews included the following
identifying information: age, sex, educational level, number of years in pastoral ministry,
and number of years in current pastorate. The structure of the population was analyzed to
deteIlnine the pertinent demographic infOImation.
•

•
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Demographic Data
The thirty-one pastors interviewed came from a random sample of pastors from the
Church of God (Anderson) in Ohio. Of 216 congregations in Ohio, the pastor of every
fourth congregation was contacted until the needed number of interviews was achieved .
.
•

Age of pastors interviewed ranged from twenty-five to sixty-seven. The average
age of pastors interviewed was forty-four.
•

Education levels ranged from high school diplomas to doctorates. Four of the
pastors held high school diplomas, one completed three years of college, fourteen had
bachelor's degrees, seven had Master of Divinity degrees, three had masters degrees in
other fields, and two had doctorates.
Years served in pastoral ministry ranged from six months to forty-four years.
Eighteen and four-fifths years in pastoral ministry was the average length among these
pastors.
Years served in the current pastorate ranged from six months to twenty-five years.
Average years in the current pastorate was five and nine-tenths.
Twenty-nine white males, one African American female, and one African American
male were interviewed. The random sample did not attempt to reach an average
demographic of pastors in the Church of God (Anderson). Figures 1 (46) and 2 (47) chart
the demographic information.

Interviews with Sample Population of Pastors
The results of the thirty-one interviews conducted among Ohio pastors of the
Church of God (Anderson) follow. The responses were candid and heartfelt. Each one
responded willingly with a genuine interest in the subject.
Research question # 1: What do pastors report were the most significant
influences in their ministry development?
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Figure 1
Educational Profile of Pastors Interviewed
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Figure 2
Demographic Averages of Pastors Interviewed
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Interview question # 1.1: What do you report were the influences in your
background that contributed the most to their development in ministry?
Twenty-eight different influences were reported by these pastors in response to
this question. The responses follow three general categories: individuals, experiences,
and opportunities.
Individuals were mentioned more than any other type of influence. The kinds of
individuals mentioned included pastors, professors, parents who were in ministry, senior
pastors worked with as associates, lay youth leaders, a pre-marital counselor, an
evangelist, a Christian family member, an encouraging layman, pastoral colleagues, a
friend, and a supervising pastor in the ordination process.
A second set of responses related to experiences in their background. These
included an experience during college years, various kinds of training experiences, mission
field experiences, the effect of a campmeeting, youth camp, Campus Crusade ministry
experience in college, and the seminary years.
Opportunities provided a third category of responses. Responses that fit this
category included the general evolution as an active layman where opportunities
eventually led to a call to ministry. Others responses were similar, citing opportunities for
ministry that came either through the local church or a parachurch ministry.
Individuals impacted those I interviewed in a variety of ways. Some of the
individuals who impacted them had long tel m relationships with them. Others were short
term or even one-time encounters.
Six of the pastors I interviewed grew up in the parsonage. Some of them were
third generation pastors. In every case the influence of growing up in a pastor's home
provided the foundation that subsequently led to their own call to .ministry. This
exemplifies one kind of long-tel m individual influence on pastoral development.
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Eight of these pastors cited professors in college as primary influences in their
pastoral development. The tremendous impact that these individuals can have appears in
the following response from one of the interviews: "I was challenged by Dr. Massey. His
words carried power and authority. I was touched by his spirit and the life he modeled.
He demonstrated the need for spiritual disciplines and for a purposeful Christian life."
Another said of a seminary professor: "Dr. Stafford brought excitement to the
New Testament. His teaching on Paul's writings made me want to dig into the Word.
The freshness in his lectures revealed his own enthusiasm for the Word."
Seven pastors identified the senior pastors that they worked with as associates as
exerting a primary influence on their development. While they reported both positive and
negative experiences, the influence of these relationships affected their ministry
development significantly. As associates, these pastors observed the style of ministry of
their senior pastors. Several responses indicated that the senior pastors helped develop
their abilities, met regularly with them, demonstrated how they functioned in various
ministry responsibilities, and gave opportunities to watch how they handled certain kinds
of situations in church life.
One pastor expressed his feelings about the positive relationship he had with his
senior pastor in these words: "The willingness for an experienced and capable individual
to extend himself in friendship meant a lot. The advice he gave and the opportunities he
provided were invaluable."
One of the key influences mentioned was the influence of growing up in a Christian
home. Some cited the general influence of a Christian family. Others mentioned a specific
family member as a dominant influence. One indicated his grandmother who witnessed to
people continually through her business of running a greenhouse .. Her boldness in
expressing her faith no matter how people responded left a lasting impression on his heart.
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As they were growing up in the local church key lay people had significant impact
on these pastors. Lay youth leaders who cared and encouraged them as youth were
instrumental in the call to ministry in two pastors I interviewed. They mentioned other
laity as encouragers. In one response, a "little old lady" from his home congregation told
a pastor, "One day you're going to be a preacher."
In two cases, the counseling received by their pastor resulted in significant life
changes. The pastor who did pre-marital counseling with one respondent started a long
term mentoring relationship, which moved from counseling to mentoring.
In the Church of God, a counseling pastor is assigned to ordination candidates to
meet with them and provide supervision during the ordination process. This relationship
had a significant impact on one of the pastors I interviewed.
Campmeetings are common in the Church of God. These meetings generally last a
week during the summer with a guest evangelist preaching primarily on doctrinal issues .
•

One pastor cited his call to ministry came during one of these campmeeting services where
the message that evening emphasized God's call. Out of that one-time encounter with the
evangelist came a lasting impact.
Other individuals mentioned included a youth pastor, pastoral colleagues, a high
school teacher in a Christian school, and individual friendships as important influences in
ministry development. Of the broad range of influences, individuals had the most impact
on pastoral development.
The second category of responses on the influences that contributed the most to
development in ministry comes under the general heading of experiences. Some of these
responses were described in general terms, while others cited specific experiences that
impacted them.

•

A broad range of experiences were offered including the college experience;
training experiences, experiences on the mission field, the seminary experience, evolution
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as a layperson in the local church, youth camping, and a hunger for experiences in God's
Word.
Five pastors indicated that their experience in college made a profound impact on
their development. The influence of classes, friendships, professors and staff, chapels, and
•

growth in Bible knowledge in the Christian college experience served as a catalyst into the
ministry for those who listed it as a primary influence in their development.
Various kinds of training experiences surfaced in the responses. Discipleship
programs provided in the local church deepened the spiritual walk. Most of these took
place over a period of months to two years and involved the discipline of study and
preparation.
Short tel III mission experiences touched two of the pastors I interviewed. One
said that experience gave God time to talk to him about the direction of his life and
solidified his call and future direction.
The seminary experience impacted several of the pastors. Similar to the responses
related to college experiences, the combination of professors, classes, friendships, and
other exposures became integral to the development of a foundation for ministry during
•

•

•

seInlnary trammg.
In a number of responses, pastors cited the evolution as laypersons in the local
churches leading to their call to ministry. The combination of increasing involvement,
training, and the subsequent deepening of the spiritual walk culminated in God's call to
full-time ministry and served as vital development for their ministry. One pastor taught
music for eight years and was active in his local church. He eventually came on church
staff in the area of music and worship, serving under three pastors in that capacity. He is
now senior pastor of the church. This evolution spans twenty-thr~e years in the same
congregation, fifteen of them as either associate or senior pastor of the church.
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While an evolutionary experience in the local church was cited, others cited a onetime experience in the local church that served as a springboard for them. One mentioned
a conversation with a trusted layman in the church that provided the clarity needed to
pursue his calling.
Other experiences cited included youth camps as a child and teenager, and a
•

general hunger for the Word that was nurtured by a parachurch organization.
The third category of responses, closely related to experiences, includes
opportunities to serve. The experiences mentioned cover various exposures to ministry.
The opportunities mentioned covered specific service in a church or parachurch
organization.
Opportunities to serve that were mentioned included teaching Sunday School,
serving in leadership positions in the life of the church, leading Bible studies, visitation
ministries, and worship leading. One cited the opportunity to work with Campus Crusade
.

at college. Another trained for puppet ministry that led to opportunities to share in other
congregations. Such opportunities either lit a spark that led to a call or evolved into
increasing commitment that culminated in a call to pastoral ministry.
This combination of individuals, experiences, and opportunities reveal a wide
variety of influences in the development of these pastors. Individuals, opportunities, and
experiences blend together in each story, creating a unique impact on each life. God uses
.

this combination of ways to get the attention of those he calls, and waits for a willing
response.
Interview question #1.2: How would you describe the ways each of these
influences affected you?
Patterns of responses emerged in the interviews.

Individ~als

influenced them

through conversation, exhortation, observation, and demonstration. Experiences
influenced them philosophically, causing them to think and make decisions about their life
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and ministry. Opportunities influenced them in the practical application of their gifts and
abilities.
The first category of responses on the impact of individuals is conversation.
Relationships began with conversations. Those conversations laid the foundation for
.

further impact. As one pastor stated, it was the time his teacher at the Christian high
•

school took with him that preceded his willingness to listen and learn from him. This
teacher invited him over to his house for recreation, helped him with difficult school work,
and showed genuine interest in his abilities. These times of infOl mal conversation were
vital to his development.
Another pastor used the phrase "conversations that were defining moments" to
describe how he was influenced. Three different pastors in his background had
conversations with him that he described as defining moments. One of those
conversations helped him answer his call to ministry, another gave him a vision for
•

pastoral ministry, and another the need for personal accountability. The fact that these
conversations remain vivid indicates profound impact on him.
One pastor who came into the Church of God from another denomination
expressed her appreciation for conversations with a supervising pastor who provided
infOl mation and understanding on the doctrines and practices of the church.
The second category of individual impact, exhortation, emerged as a significant
influence on the pastors I interviewed. Someone who saw potential in them both
encouraged or, at times, pushed them to excel. So significant was this influence that
several pastors indicated that without the individual who believed in them, they would not
have had the confidence to consider God's call. The simple act of saying to someone that
God can use them and to consider his call cannot be underestimated. Such words need to
be spoken.
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The most responses related to individual influence fall under the category of
observation. Observation was documented as a dominant influence in the literature review
chapter. These pastors observed the lives of the individuals that influenced them. They
mentioned personal character qualities like godliness, inner peace, and the depth of
relationship with Christ. They were influenced more by observing character than skills.
While they observed how ministry was perf01 med, the "heart for God" influenced them
more than the ministry skills.
One pastor observed his Christian father. The father demonstrated what it meant
to lead by example, to study the Bible, and to sacrifice for the Lord and the Christian
community. While impressed by his ministry abilities, his lasting impression came from his
father's character and commitment.
The final category is demonstration. The demonstration of ministry influenced
pastors, causing them to "go and do likewise." One pastor whose father was a pastor told
•

how ministry was demonstrated before him in his growing-up years. Devotions were done
with the family and with him personally. His father took him on home and hospital visits.
He saw his father's relational skills, and how people responded to him. He has patterned
his ministry much after his dad's style, because of how it was demonstrated before him.
Many of the individuals who impacted these pastors were identified as mentors.
The recording of the responses on questions related to mentoring expand on the four
categories of conversation, exhortation, observation, and demonstration.
Pastors were also influenced by experiences. The primary manner in which the
experiences influenced them was in forming a philosophy of ministry.
One pastor went to Venezuela on a short term missions trip during high school.
That trip opened his eyes to the needs of people outside of the U~ted States. Prior to that
time, he did not see the need to go outside the country. The trip helped him realize the
advantages people in the United States had to take the gospel to people who did not have
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some of those advantages. His thinking changed as a result of the missions experience.
Another way in which these pastors were influenced was through opportunities.
Opportunities to serve provided practical application. Opportunities fueled the desire for
further commitment that resulted in the call to full-time ministry .
.

Following his conversion, one of the pastors I interviewed went to his pastor to tell
him he wanted to be used in the church. His pastor gave him opportunities, starting with
small responsibilities. The next pastor held personal teaching sessions with him, eventually
giving him opportunities to speak. He began to do pulpit supply in other churches. His
call to preach followed and he has served for over eleven years as pastor, primarily trained
through the opportunities given to him by his pastors.
Interview question 1: 3: How would you rank these in order of importance in their
influence?
The categories of primary influences listed included individuals, experiences, and
,

opportunities. When asked to rank them in order of importance, most of the pastors
indicated a progression based on a combination of the three rather than specifically
ranking them. The flow of influence usually began with an individual, then experiences
that followed the influence of the individual, and finally opportunities for service that
resulted. In general, the ranking of the three came in that order.
Individuals were most often cited as first in order of importance in influence. All
but two of the pastors listed a person as their primary influence. The kinds of persons
included family members, pastors, professors, or someone in the local church. This variety
of individuals provided the foundation or springboard for the influences that followed.
In two responses, experiences were listed as the primary influence in their
background. A "hunger for the Word" dominated one pastor's

e~perience.

He immersed

himself in the Word and out of that experience came a growing conviction that God was
calling him into ministry.
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Another pastor said his Christian college experience brought him to a point one
night where he could not sleep. He went in the night to the church he attended and prayed
for several hours at the altar. He looked up at the cross in the front of the sanctuary and
"saw" Christ hanging there. He felt Christ calling him to be his servant in ministry. While
most of the pastors cited individuals as their primary influence, two of them listed
experiences apart from any influence of an individual.
Opportunities flowed from the individual and experiential influences. Invariably
opportunities followed after an individual and an experience provided the basis for it. Key
people led to key experiences and key opportunities that resulted in ministry development.
Interview question 1.4: If one of these influences was someone you consider a
mentor, describe their impact on your life.
The pastors I interviewed identified eight categories of people as mentors.
Included were pastors, fathers who were pastors, pastors worked with in associate roles, a
.

youth pastor, a teacher in a Christian high school, an evangelist, a pastoral colleague, and
a Christian father. Figure 3 (57) charts the mentoring relationships.
The ways in which they were influenced follow the patterns described in the
responses in the previous question. They were influenced through conversation,
exhortation, observation, and demonstration.
Six of these pastors identified a pastor in their background as mentors. The pastor
mentors showed interest and took time with them. Those who identified pastors as their
mentors indicated they were influenced by conversation, exhortation, observation, and
demonstration.
Pastors began the mentoring process by initiating relationships with them. Each of
the responses indicated that the pastor took an interest in them, te,lling them of potential
for ministry. One interviewee said that his pastor "prayed the Lord would make a
minister out of him." Pastoral encouragement was the vital first step. These
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Figure 3
Types of Mentors of Pastors Interviewed
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conversations opened the door to the mentoring relationship.
After sensing a call to ministry, one of the interviewees went to his pastor for help
in what to do. At the time he was teaching high school and directing the band. His prayer
was, "If you want me in the ministry, please open a door, or close it tight, so I know what
.

to do." His pastor counseled him to start there, going through the doors that open. That
conversation clarified his direction and soon after an associate position opened that began
his ministry.
Pastors impacted them by exhortation. One of the pastors I interviewed spoke of
the impact his pastor had on him as a high school junior and senior. He took him under
his wing, believed in him, encouraged him, and got him started in ministry preparation.
Active exhortation makes an impact. Barnabas took the initiative with Saul soon after his
conversion, exhorting him and building a bridge for him with the early followers of Christ.
Observing the life and ministry of their pastor impacted the pastors I interviewed .
.

One pastor told how at age ten he saw his pastor in the rural area where he grew up
knocking on doors, "winning souls," and loving people. As a ten-year-old, the pastor had
him lead a prayer meeting. As a very young man he was impacted by observing this
passionate pastor, considering him an early mentor in his life.
Each of the pastors who mentioned a pastor in their growing-up years as mentor
said that their pastor took them under their wing, demonstrating to them different aspects
of the ministry. Pastoral mentors impacted them primarily in the four ways already
described: conversation, exhortation, observation, and demonstration.
Three pastors identified pastor fathers who were their mentors. Growing up in a
parsonage, they were most influenced by observing their father's commitment to the Lord,
to the church, and their love for people. None of these felt their ~athers pushing them into
the ministry. Actually, each of them said they did not intend to go into the ministry.
When they did feel their own call, however, the example of godly fathers who were
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pastors became their strongest influence.
The influence of these fathers who were pastors was described by one of the
pastors I interviewed. He observed his father as he cared genuinely for people, responding
to their needs. He saw the time he spent in prayer and study. More was caught than
directly taught. The long term observation of a consistent godly pastoral example at home
provided excellent mentoring.

•

•

The third key set of mentors identified were pastors worked with in associate
roles. The senior pastors instructed, helped with ministry skills, provided opportunities,
and supported them through successes as well as mistakes. They could observe the style
of ministry exhibited by these pastors, learning from both strengths and weaknesses.
One pastor was impressed by the communication skills of the senior pastor with
whom he worked. He sought his help in developing his own skills. When he had
opportunities to speak, the senior pastor took notes, talked with him about the message,
analyzed it with him, and suggested ways to improve. Such help was invaluable to him as
he developed in the ministry.
One of the pastors identified the pastor who did his pre-marital counseling as his
mentor. From that experience, a lasting relationship developed. He looked to him for
wisdom, calling him at key decision points in his ministry. The friendship and care
extended has had a lasting influence on his ministry.
Others identified as mentors included an evangelist, a Christian high school
teacher, a youth pastor, an evangelist, a pastoral colleague, and a Christian father. The
pattern of influence is similar to what has been reported in this chapter. Relationships
were established and encouragement in the potential for ministry was demonstrated. As
the relationship grew, the mentorees were impressed by the quality of the mentor's lives.
An old adage says, "People don't care how much you know until they know how much
you care." This statement echoes the feelings and thoughts expressed about the mentors

•
,•
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in the background of the pastors I interviewed.
Research question # 2: What kinds of intentional activities did mentors do that
influenced the pastor's personal, professional, and spiritual fOImation?
Interview question # 2: 1: What kinds of intentional activities did your mentor do
.

with you that influenced your personal, professional, and spiritual formation?
fOI
mative
period
of
Mentoring is needed and received most readily during the
.
.

ministry. The interviews reveal a variety of intentional activities that helped these pastors
as they were developing their ideas about ministry. The answers underscore the
importance of the kind of activities mentors do because those activities will shape how the
mentoree views and perf01 InS ministry in the future.
I broke down the responses according to the three kinds of formation: personal,
professional, and spiritual. The three interconnect, so there is a blend in how the activities
impacted the formation of these pastors. An activity designed for professional formation
.

led to great personal impact in one of the responses I recorded. So I separated the three
in reporting, with the understanding that the activities done often worked to impact each
area of formation.
Personal fOI mation refers to the identified life goals of the mentoree. Mentoring
has the possibility of providing insights and impressions that reinforce and strengthen
those goals. Mentoring may bring about changes in thought and behavior concerning those
goals. Both occurred in the mentoring activities experienced by these pastors.
Providing opportunities to talk together impacts personal formation. One of the
mentors of one pastor was a professor in seminary. The professor took him to a state
minister's meeting. He introduced him to some of the experienced pastors in the state.
Driving home from the meeting, he opened up with the professor ~bout his shyness anc
feelings of inferiority. The professor's encouragement helped to bring him out of his shell.
The time together led to a conversation that impacted this pastor as a seminary student.
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Mentors need to look for activities to do together that can open doors for a mentoree to
talk about his feelings.
This same pastor did an internship during seminary under an experienced and
highly respected pastor. In glowing words, he described the impact of this pastor: "The
.

clouds rolled away and the fog was removed. I wanted to be a pastor like him." What
caused this kind of impact? The experienced pastor took him along on ministry activities,
exposed him to his schedule, and gave him personal time to talk together. A primary role
of a mentor is to provide genuine confidence-building insights and experiences.
Another mentoring activity that influences personal formation is guidance. One
pastor told when as a young associate pastor, he had "screwed up" a situation. The pastor
provided insight, understanding, and infO! mation to help him through it. While not solving
the problem for him, he provided help for him to work through it. Personal insights on
how to handle situations resulted from the guidance .
•

A more directive mentoring activity resulting in personal formation is meeting
together. A young pastor met with his mentoring pastor agreeing to answer questions
about his quiet time, home life, and ministry. The mentoree stated that these times kept
him on track in his personal life, as well as his professional and spiritual life.
Another pastor was taught by an aunt, her mentoring pastor, how "to conduct her
life as a young lady." Teaching is a mentoring activity that results in personal fOImation.
Time, informal conversation, guidance in given situations, accountability sessions,
and instruction are mentoring activities listed by the pastors I interviewed that impacted
their personal formation. These activities provided a foundation for ministry development,
with the freedom to realize God-given goals.
Professional formation refers to issues related to skill development and the use of
gifts in ministry. The following activities impacted professional development.
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Numerous examples were given of mentoring pastors demonstrating ministry
activities. The demonstration was intentional to expose the mentorees to the methods of
ministry employed in given situations. One pastor told of his mentoring pastor taking him
along on evangelism visitation. He saw the pastor lead someone to Christ on a home visit.
•

The demonstration of a particular evangelism method became the foundation for his

•

approach to personal evangelism in ministry.
Demonstration is a powerful tool for professional development. The above
example represents an intentional demonstration of a ministry method. Others mentioned
examples of ministry demonstrated in more general tel ms, such as "he demonstrated what
it means to love people genuinely." Professional development happened through both
intentional and general demonstration of ministry.
Mentoring pastors who provided review and feedback with mentorees helped
professional development. A senior pastor who spent time reviewing the sermons
.

preached by a mentoree provided valuable help. This pastor took notes on the sermons,
talked about them with the mentoree, and provided suggestions.
Another senior pastor held a quarterly review with a mentoree based on the
professional tasks and goals of the ministry. A review method was used to assess progress
and decide on action steps. Review and feedback are key mentoring activities in
professional development.
Instruction in particular areas of professional development is a key mentoring
activity. One pastor received instruction in doctrinal understanding in what he called
"personal teaching sessions" with his mentoring pastor. These targeted times of
instruction were key to his development in that area.
Taking a mentoree along to training events was mentioned by several pastors as
•

important to professional development. One pastor said that his mentoring pastor took
him to Evangelism Explosion, World School of Prayer, and Navigators training events,
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invaluable exposures. Taking him along instead of just sending him meant much to him.
This is where the personal and professional impact overlaps through a mentoring activity.
Professional fOI mation occurred through opportunities given. These pastors had
responsibilities delegated to them by their mentors. Opportunities to preach, to lead, to
•

serve in areas of giftedness developed them professionally. The "on-the-job experience,"
as one pastor put it, is indispensable to professional growth.
Demonstration, review and feedback, instruction, exposure to training events,
accountability, and delegation of opportunities are the activities that impacted the
professional development of these pastors.
Spiritual fOI mation refers to the disciplines that allow the life of God to grow
within the life of the pastor. This was the least mentioned area of formation activities
between mentor and mentoree. Little specific instruction in the spiritual disciplines
happened. One pastor said that when he met with his mentor, the mentor asked him about
.

his quiet time. Those who identified fathers who were pastors said they saw the example
of Bible study and prayer at home. Only one pastor said that his mentor, his father, taught
him how to practice spiritual disciplines. Two pastors said that they prayed together
regularly with their mentors.
Because the spiritual disciplines provide the foundation for the outward activity of
the Christian life, spiritual formation activities are needed. Those who mentor young
pastors must emphasize spiritual development as strongly as personal and professional
development.
This list of activities that resulted in the personal, professional, and spiritual
formation of these pastors provides a fOlmula for how mentor. Analysis and conclusions
on mentoring activities follow in the closing chapter of the dissertation .
•

Interview question # 2.2: Were the activities done directly with you or you did
you observe them?
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The answers to the previous questions document both demonstration and
observation occurring. Mentoring activities were demonstrated directly. Mentorees also
observed the activities of mentors.
The responses indicated demonstration and observation as vital to development.
.

Observation opened the door, allowing the mentoree to determine to trust and follow the
person. Mentoring activities done directly with them followed the relationship that began
through observation.
The disciples were drawn to Jesus because of the life he lived. They saw in his life
qualities that impacted them. As they followed him, he demonstrated to them what they
were to do. When he called them, he told them to "Follow me, and I will make you fishers
of men." First observation, then demonstration. That pattern was evident in the
interviews.
Interview question # 2.3: How did they apply to your personal, professional, and
•

spiritual fOImation?
•

The mentoring activities listed by these pastors included infOImal time together,

conversation, guidance, accountability sessions, instruction, observation, demonstration,
review and feedback, training events, and delegation. Each of these activities applied to
personal, professional, and spiritual fOI mati on.
One of the assertions made in this study is that pastoral mentoring impacts the
"being" of the pastor more than the "doing." The mentoring activities in this study
impacted both the "being" and the "doing" of these pastors. These pastors learned the
"doing" of ministry in response to observing the quality, or "being," of the person who
mentored them.
Personal or spiritual fOI Illation refers to the "being" life. The mentoring activities
that applied to personal fOI mation impacted the character development of the mentorees.
When a mentoring pastor took a mentoree on a visit to a family where a death occurred,
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the mentoree expressed what he observed: "What kind of words would he say? He
walked over to the bed, took the hand of the (deceased) lady. He then hugged members
of the family, crying with them. He didn't say three words. What he did ministered
comfort to the situation." The mentoree saw the genuineness of the response, the caring
.

that came from the heart. He wanted to have that same genuineness in his character.
Five of these pastors grew up in homes with pastor fathers. Character was
developed and shaped in that atmosphere. One of the pastors whose father was a pastor
cited the patient love shown to him. When he changed direction his senior year of college
from engineering to studying for the ministry, his father was gracious in honoring the new
calling, telling him he was "going with me on my journey."
These kinds of experiences impacted the mentoree's character development. They
became genuine, loving pastors as a result of applying those traits in their own lives.
Mentors with godly character traits impact character development through time given,
,

conversation, and guidance.
Mentorees experienced empower ment through the mentoring activities. Another
mentoree whose father was a pastor expressed how he applied what he observed in his
father's life. He saw the strengths in his father's ministry, particularly in pastoral care.
His own strengths differ from his father and his ministry style is different. The foundation
provided by his father's example gave him freedom to develop his own style, and his father
has encouraged him continually. This approach empowered him as he developed his
ministry. Mentors who encourage mentorees empower them to develop God-given
potential for ministry.
These pastors applied the mentoring activities to their professional fOI mation
primarily in skill development. When mentors demonstrated how ,to do ministry,
mentorees applied what they observed and incorporated it into their ministry.
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A senior pastor who mentored his associate held review and feedback sessions
when the associate preached. Out of the comments and conversation of those sessions,
the associate honed his preaching style and enhanced his abilities.
One mentoring pastor took his mentoree to training events. Trained in Evangelism
Explosion, the mentoree applied the training by using it in his ministry.
These are examples of professional development that resulted from mentoring
•

activities. Skills developed and abilities increased in the mentorees as they applied them in
•

•

nurustry.
As previously stated, activities in spiritual formation were least mentioned. The
five pastors whose fathers were pastors observed the spiritual disciplines they practiced.
Only one indicated specific instruction given in devotional disciplines. Spiritual formation
resulted from observation more than any direct mentoring activity in this area in the
pastors interviewed. Application came by developing spiritual disciplines primarily from
observation.
•

Interview question #2.4: In what ways would you like to replicate or pattern your

life after your mentor as a result of those activities?
The activities that mentors did with these pastors impacted their personal,
professional, and spiritual formation. The activities impacted character development,
increased skills in ministry, empowered them to develop their own ministry style, and
instilled the practice of spiritual disciplines. It follows that these pastors would like to
replicate or pattern their lives after mentors in those areas.
A pastor whose father was his mentoring pastor patterned much of his ministry
after his dad's style because he saw how people responded to his ministry. Much of the
work ethic, approach to ministry, relational skills, and preaching style are patterned after
•

his father's approach to ministry.
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Another pastor patterns his preaching style after his mentoring pastor. He stated
that of all his training in preaching, and after hearing numerous preachers, the style of his
mentoring pastor is the foundation for how he delivers a sermon.
A pastor who was mentored by a Christian high school teacher recalled the impact
of the relationship the teacher established with him. His philosophy of ministry is
patterned on building relationships because of the deep impression that teacher made on
him by initiating a caring relationship.
.

Another pastor observed in his grandfather's ministry an open door policy both at
his home and in his ministry in general. The mentofee replicates that open style of ministry
because he said that "through his example I learned what it meant to be a true shepherd."
The information shared by these pastors indicates that many of the ways they
practice ministry skills are patterned after mentoring pastors. The skills were
demonstrated to them in the context of the mentoring relationship. The answers indicate
.

that skills learned in that context impacted them more than those learned through
textbook or seminar. The relationship makes the difference.
While many responses related to patterning the skills of a mentor in a mentoree' s
life and ministry, other responses related to character. One pastor shared how his
mentoring pastor remained faithful, patient, and loving through a period of opposition to
his ministry. Having now served eleven years in his current pastorate, the mentoree cited
a period of opposition that occurred in his ministry. He tried to exhibit the same
faithfulness, patience, and loving attitude through the period that he remembered in the
example of his mentoring pastor. The fruit of the spirit displayed in the mentor's life was
a trait that the mentoree wanted to replicate in his own ministry.
One pastor said concerning his mentor's character: "I watched how he loved
people. I wanted to love people like he did." Love, humility, patience, kindness,
enthusiasm, and self-control under pressure were attitudes observed in different instances.
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They recognized them as a vitally important pattern to follow. The skills of ministry were
taught, while the attitudes were caught. In other words, learning what to do happened
through mentoring, but also how to do it.
Beyond skills and character, another way these pastors replicated their mentors
was in the area of vision for ministry. A vision, or heart for future ministry, was implanted
•

in them. One pastor put it this way: "O.L. Johnson taught me how to have a vision. He
shared his dreams for ministry and how he tried to instill vision in church leaders."
.

Another young pastor worked with a mentor who was committed to developing
the next generation of pastors. His work with younger pastors was intentional. This
created in the young pastor a vision to do the same later in his ministry, a vision which he
tel med "multiplication through mentoring." Vision transferred to another becomes vision
multiplied.
Many pastors gave specific examples of skills, character, and vision to pattern
•

after their mentor. Other pastors said that a combination of influences contributed to the
development of their own style of ministry. One pastor worked under five different senior
pastors. He observed, "Some of what each did contributed greatly to my ministry. Some
of what each did didn't fit my personality. What worked for them didn't work for me. I
have developed my own style of ministry, and each experience contributed."
A similar response was, "My (mentoring) pastor told me to try not to be him. Find
your own rhythm .. Find out who you are." That comment became a springboard for him
to develop his own style of ministry.
The pastors interviewed patterned their lives after mentors in skill areas, character
traits, vision for ministry, and as a foundation for developing a personal ministry style.
The invaluable contributions had far-reaching effects on their lives .
•

Interview question #2.5: What would you do differently from your mentor as a
result of your experience?
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Paul said in 1 Corinthians 3:4-5: "For when one says, '1 am of Paul,' and another,
'1 am of Apollos,' are you not carnal? Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but ministers
through whom you believed, as the Lord gave to each one?" He was warning against
placing a person on of a pedestal. Paul wanted the Corinthian believers to exalt Christ,
not men.
The mentors in this study exerted a strong impact on their mentorees. Each pastor
spoke in high regard of his or her mentor, yet they did not want to pattern their lives and
.

ministries in all ways after their mentors. They identified what they would do differently.
One pastor realized that his mentor was a workaholic. He also expected others
to approach ministry in the same fashion. This pastor discovered that he did not want to
be a workaholic, but to structure and manage his time wisely without working himself into
exhaustion.
Another pastor saw his mentor go through burnout because of a similar approach
to ministry . .As a result he decided to learn to delegate and share the load with others.
.

One whose father was in ministry recalled he was gone from home most of the

time. He has made it a priority to spend more time with his family because of his
experience of missing his father's presence while growing up.
Others identified personality traits that did not fit them. One mentoring pastor was
blunt in dealing with people. The mentoree saw that at times people were hurt or turned
offby the harshness. He realized that approach hurt relationships, and consequently is not
as confrontational as his mentor.
Another was schooled under a pastor who was very combative, "picking fights
with people from the pulpit," his way of putting people in place and showing them who
wielded authority. The mentoree did this early in his ministry, learning quickly that such
•

an approach not only does not work, but causes much har ITI. Somewhat combative by
nature, he has learned other ways to handle conflicts with people.
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A mentoring pastor advised his mentoree not to develop friendships in the church,
to "love them from a distance." The mentoree struggled with what this meant. and
became lonely following this advice. Over time he discovered this did not fit his
personality, and has developed friendships with laity for companionship and support. He
has found other friendships with pastors in whom he can confide about the work of
•

•

mIrustry.
The youth pastor that mentored one of the pastors interviewed who is now in
youth ministry approaches relationships with youth differently. His mentor concentrated
on the youth who showed up less than on outreach to dropouts. The mentoree spends
more time reaching out to the dropouts, seeking to bring them back, because he felt the
dropouts were neglected by the mentoring youth pastor. His personality fits that
approach.
In addition to ministry approach and personality traits, some pastors identified
serious flaws and weaknesses in the lives of mentors. These experiences disappointed
them. These disappointments did not dominate the mentoring experiences, but were a part
of them.
A mentoree observed a lack of boundaries and discretion in the way his mentor
related to women. It bothered him at the time. Indeed, years later he learned that his
mentor had an affair and is no longer in the ministry. He has defined boundaries in his
relationships with other women.
Another mentoree worked under a pastor who pursued business interests in
addition to pastoring. Eventually the business interests became the stronger focus. He
related sadly that his mentor eventually left the ministry and lost his relationship with the
Lord. He has learned to keep ministry his main focus.
While serving as an associate, a mentoree saw his relationship with his mentor
deteriorate. The mentoring pastor did less and less, giving the mentoree more to do. The
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relationship deteriorated because the mentoree was, as he put it, "simply being used to
make him look good." He has determined to treat associates in ministry with care and
respect.
Still another disappointing experience was shared by a young pastor who was
being mentored by the pastor of his church. The pastor had committed to working with
•

and developing him, calling him as an associate. Soon after coming on staffwith the
expectation of the mentoring relationship, the mentoring pastor left the church for another
ministry. The young pastor felt the disappointment of unfilled promises. He felt the
pastor walked away from his commitment. While still early in his ministry, he is
detel mined not to do the same if in a mentoring situation.
The young pastor who was mentored by his teacher in a Christian high school
revealed that what started out as a positive impact turned negative. Over time he felt that
the teacher was more concerned with the externals of life, discouraging anything "fun."
.

The teacher chastened him often. As a young student, he turned away from the teacher
because of the pressure. He no longer felt accepted. He wants in his own future
mentoring relationships to constantly communicate acceptance in order to maintain a
strong relationship.
The data from the interviews suggest that mentors influence mentorees in
numerous ways. The answers to this question show that part of the mentoring experience
may be disappointing or negative. The realistic tone of those responses show that much
was learned in differences with disappointments and mentors.
Research question # 3: What do pastors who did not have mentors report as the
reasons for not having them?
Interview question # 3.1: Why did you not have a mentor:
The third set of questions focused on pastors who did not have a mentor in their
background. Eight of the pastors interviewed had no identifiable mentor. The responses
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that follow indicate the strong desire each had for some kind ofmentoring relationship.
They identified ways a mentor would have helped in ministry development.
These pastors did not have mentors for two reasons. Four of the pastors
mentioned a number of people that influenced them in their background, but not one
person who they considered a mentor. They identified a series of influences rather than
one mentor. Three pastors did not have mentors in their background because one was not
available to them. They were unable to find a mentoring relationship. Only one pastor
said that he did not need or want a mentor while he was developing in ministry.
One pastor who identified a series of influences rather than one mentor expressed
that "no one came along beside me" as the reason for not having a mentor. He identified
his family, a pastor in his growing years, and some college professors as strong influences
on him. He grew up in a Christian family. His pastor cared about youth, getting them to
camps and conventions. His professors inspired him. Each of these combined to be
strong influences, but none took him under their wing in a personal focus.
Another pastor with a similar experience identified a "steady progression" of
influences. He was never "knocked offhis horse," as he put it, but his background of
growing up in a parsonage, plus going to college and seminary led to his ministry
development apart from a mentoring relationship.
Three pastors had no mentors because they were not available to them. They also
listed other influences in their background apart from a mentoring experience. They
wanted some kind of guidance but stated that they did not know how to find someone
who would help them.
One pastor said he did not want a mentor. In his idealism, he felt that he and God
could do anything. He would not have been receptive at that poi!1t to a mentoring
relationship.
Interview question # 3.2: Would you have chosen to have one if available?

•
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Seven of the eight pastors who did not have mentors would have chosen one if
available. Only one pastor said he would not. Each pastor who wanted one stated why.
One pastor said he would have liked an internship relationship. He left seminary to
pastor a small church. He said, "I experienced the grief of learning things the hard way."
.

He sought out pastors in the community where he served to get ideas. He found some
healthy pastors who were helpful, and some unhealthy pastors who were not. He learned
•

to choose his own influences. Upon reflection, he felt he would have gained from an
internship experience under a healthy pastor.
Another response from a pastor still early in his ministry would like a mentoring
experience. He entered ministry in his thirties after a career in business. He feels the need
for help in making the transition from the secular world to ministry, but has not been able
to establish such a mentoring relationship.
Another pastor who entered ministry after eight years of teaching in the public
.

schools identified a series of "informal mentors." Each of them made a unique
contribution along the way, but he wished had had one person who to mentor him over an
extended period of time. He still feels the lack of that experience, stating "at times I feel
•

certain inadequacies in ministry as a result."
One pastor wanted a mentor but said he had a trust problem. He found it hard to
trust others and was fearful of sharing his feelings. He feels this kept him from seeking
someone out to help him.
One pastor would not have chosen a mentor if available to him. After a definite
sense of God's call on his life, his attitude was, "Ready or not, here I come. God will use
me." He said that it would have been a huge benefit to him if someone would have taken
an interest in him to temper his independence, but he did not seek such a relationship at
the time.
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These responses indicate a hunger for mentoring relationships. Of these eight
pastors, all have college degrees, two have Master of Divinity degrees, and two have
doctorates. They lack neither education nor ministry skills. To a person they
acknowledged that the influence of a mentor would have helped them in addition to other
•

training and felt they missed something in their development as a result .
Interview question # 3.3: Would you desire a mentor at this stage of your
ministry? Why or why not?
Mentors are needed throughout life, but especially during the developmental stage
of ministry and at key decision points along the way when guidance is sought and
appreciated. Each of the pastors without mentors in their background expressed a desire
for a mentor at the current stage of ministry.
Four of the pastors without mentors entered peer groups of other pastors for
accountability and support. One sought out a one-to-one relationship. Two would like
•

mentoring relationships but do not have them.
One pastor tries to learn from others at the next level of ministry who have been
where he is now. He would like to have that kind of mentoring experience.
One interview on this question came to a poignant moment when a pastor opened
up about the burnout he was experiencing. He would like to be meeting with someone on
a regular basis to help him through this time. He feels "a sense of loneliness" at this point
of ministry. He is looking for an escape, to do something other than pastoring.
I am personally acquainted with this pastor. We attended seminary together. He is
an excellent pastor in his thirteenth year of ministry at his current church. Since we are
both in mid-life and have similar personalities, I can identify with his feelings, which are
not uncommon to pastors in mid-life. He stated he would like someone older to help him
through this time rather than a peer.
Most of the study has focused on mentoring at the developmental stage of
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ministry. This interview suggested the need for mentoring throughout the journey of
ministry. Loneliness and burnout, depression and discouragement happen. A significant
mentoring relationship could provide an avenue to talk about and work through them.
Another pastor early in his ministry would also like an experienced pastor to
mentor him. He desires one for learning and development, his primary needs at this time.
The pastor who did not have a mentor and did not want one in early ministry now
•

realizes he needs others. As he has matured in ministry, he is open to help and advice
from others that he earlier did not think he needed. He now meets regularly with a small
accountability group of peers. They hold each other accountable for spiritual development,
which is helpful to him. He stated, however, that he still feels a lack professionally
because of not having a mentor in his early ministry development.
Three of these pastors also have developed collegial relationships for support and
accountability. They meet regularly with a group of pastors. One also keeps in touch by
phone with friends who are pastors. He chooses his influences carefully in these
relationships.
One pastor who has a degree in Marriage and Family Therapy has sought out
mentors in that field. Two supervisors in his therapy work became mentors. While this
was primarily academic mentoring, he developed relationships with each and seeks them
out when needed.
These pastors demonstrate the need for lifelong mentoring. They sought it
primarily in peer relationships. Such relationships are needed and helpful. Out of these
seven pastors, two have not been able to find mentors to date. Finding ways to find
mentoring relationships is a need.

Informal Responses

•

Other comments came out infonnally in addition to the responses to the questions
which provide other pertinent information on mentoring.
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Six of the pastors interviewed engage in bi-vocational ministry. They work either
full or part-time jobs in addition to pastoring a church. The circumstances ofbi-vocational
ministry create unique challenges. One of these bi-vocational pastors indicated a desire for
a mentoring relationship. The pressures of working full time, pastoring a small church,
.

and trying to meet the needs of his family take all of his energy. He is hungry for help but
is not in a position to seek it or find time for it. Such pastors cannot go to conferences,
workshops, or pursue further education. Ways need to be found to respond to the needs
ofbi-vocational pastors.
One pastor without a mentor echoed a comment heard in other interviews about
the mentoring process. He stated that the mentoring process has to be initiated by
mentors rather than mentorees. Many others stated this feeling in varied wording. They
found it hard to ask someone to help them, not knowing if the person wanted to or would
take the time. It became clear in the interviews that initiating a mentoring relationship as a
mentoree is difficult. I explore this further in the conclusions of the study.

Conclusions
The research questions yielded insights into the variety of ways that pastors
develop personally, professionally, and spiritually. The information from the interviews
confillns many of the ways mentors influence mentorees found in the literature review.
The first research question brought out the variety of influences these pastors had
in ministry development. The impact of individuals was prominent in every case. Even
those without mentors listed individuals who influenced them in some way. In most cases,
the individuals impacted them early in life, particularly as teenagers. The examples of
significant people started the process that led to affirmation and confirmation of a call to
ministry.

•

Christian family members and pastors or laity from a local church were often the
.

first links in the chain of ministry development. The combination of a godly example in
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the home and a caring, consistent pastor or layperson were the influences that propelled
many forward. Where these relationships existed, a strong foundation for ministry
resulted.
The words used in this chapter to describe the ways mentors influenced the
personal, professional, and spiritual development of mentorees were conversation,
•

exhortation, observation, and demonstration. The words used to describe a mentor's
impact in the literature review were education, demonstration, and deployment. The
information gained from the interviews

COntil med

the ways in which the literature review

described the ways mentors impact mentorees. The words differ slightly but describe the
same activities.
The key word in the mentoring experience is relationship. As pastors described
the impact these individuals had on their personal, professional, and spiritual development,
they focused on the relationship with the mentor more than the content of activities or
•

training done with them.
Twenty-eight different influences in ministry development were listed by these
pastors under the categories of individuals, opportunities, and experiences. Fifteen types
of individuals were named. In many cases, one or more of these individuals became
mentors. Individuals dominated the development of these pastors more than any other
influence.
The second research question focused on the kinds of intentional activities mentors
did that influenced the personal, professional, and spiritual formation of pastors. Most of
the activities resulted from the willingness of the mentor to give the time necessary to
develop the life of the mentoree. Conversation, guidance, and instruction take time.
Demonstrating ministry skills takes time. Delegating assignments followed by feedbac~(
•

and review of performance of those assignments takes time. Mentors gave time out of
willingness to develop mentorees for ministry.

•
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The literature review indicated that mentoring influenced the personal,
professional, and spiritual fonnation ofmentorees in the following ways: affinnation and
confirmation of a call to ministry, growth and balance in life, positive behavior change, and
the discovery and development of God-given gifts and abilities. The pastors I interviewed
.

COnfiI med those findings. They attributed their call, growth, changes, and development of
their gifts to the mentors in their lives.
•

Ministry patterns developed in these pastors as a result of the relationship with
their mentors. Good mentors modeled character traits and ministry skills that served these
pastors well. These pastors also saw in mentors patterns they did not want to follow.
Development occurred in learning not only what to do but what not to do.
The third set of questions was directed to those who did not have mentors.
These pastors mentioned influential people in their background, but none who fit the role
of a mentor. Without an identified method of finding a mentor, no one surfaced in their
.

lives that provided one-to-one development.
•

Those without mentors brought a dilemma to the surface. Mentoring cannot be

forced on anyone. Attempting to structure mentoring is difficult because neither the
mentor or mentoree choose each other under those circumstances. For those who want a
mentor but do not connect with one, some way to help establish a mentoring relationship
is needed. The summary chapter that follows addresses ways that mentors and mentorees
can connect.

•
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CHAPTERS
Summary and Conclusions
The pastors interviewed for this study indicated that mentors played a significant
role in their ministry development. This random sample of pastors represented those
serving in churches large and small, in communities ranging from large metropolitan areas
to small, rural communities. They were mentored for the most part by people who would
be defined as average.
Barnabas was an average guy with average gifts. However, he had a major
advantage. He knew that God wanted to use men like him to influence other men.
Though he saw potential in Saul and John Mark, who would have guessed how far
Barnabas' influence would eventually reach? (Gorsuch 68)
The old story of the wide-ranging effect of slander on another illustrates the similar
wide ranging effect of the impact of a mentor on another. A farmer's wife spread a
slanderous story about another Christian. Later, confessing it was untrue, she went to the
person to ask forgiveness . The person graciously granted forgiveness and then told a
parable to show the effect it had. She told the person who slandered her to go home and
kill a hen, pluck the feathers, and put them in a basket. She instructed her to then go
through the village and on each corner scatter a few feathers, taking the remaining ones to
the top of a bell tower, scattering them to the winds. She then told her to pick up all the
feathers. Realizing that was impossible, she made the point that while forgiveness was
granted, the damage of untrue words could never be undone.
The story represents the negative effect of slander. Likewise, the positive impact
of a good mentor can have the effect of touching untold numbers of lives as the seeds
sown in one person's life touches others. How many are affected can never be calculated .
•

Mentoring impacts others at the core of their being, spreading influence in a far-reaching
manner.
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I attended a Promise Keepers Conference in Cincinnati in the spring of 1997.
While waiting in a concession stand line, I engaged in small talk with the person in line
behind me. He was from near Lexington, so I told him I attended Asbury. Talk swung
around to my dissertation. He asked about the topic and I told him it was on mentoring .
.

He worked in human resources in the business world. He asserted that mentoring
programs abound in business, but in his opinion the amount of effective mentoring taking
place in them was minimal. He felt mentoring programs look good on paper and
companies implement them with good intentions, but the appearance of the mentoring
programs is better than the substance taking place in implementation. He believed more
mentoring happens naturally than intentionally in the business world.
My interview questions did not ask pastors if they had gone through a mentoring
program, but whether or not they had mentors. Their answers provided infOI mation on
how they were mentored personally. Most of the mentoring in their background happened
,

naturally apart from any intentional process. My conclusions are based on how mentoring
can best take place, both naturally and intentionally, to influence the personal,
professional, and spiritual formation of pastors.

Mentoring as a felt need among pastors
The premise in this chapter is that mentoring is needed and wanted by pastors.
Pastors feel a deep need for mentoring in the developmental stage of ministry. When the
pastors I interviewed identified God's call to ministry, they immediately hungered for
someone to help and guide them. Throughout the formative years of ministry, a good
mentoring experience sets the best foundation for a lifetime of ministry. As noted in the
literature review, John Maxwell stated that the mentor communicates experiences that
help the mentoree discover the abilities that allow him or her to reach full potential (1] 3).
Mentoring is also needed and wanted at key decision points along the path of
ministry. Mentoring along the ministry path may take place by the mentors from the
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development stage, colleagues who are peers, or colleagues at a stage of ministry beyond
that of the mentoree. This chapter focuses on how mentoring can best take place in
pastoral development, based on the infOI mation gathered in the literature review and in
interviews with pastors.
•

Levels of mentoring relationships
Who are the mentors among us in ministry? The mentors identified from the
interviews were church pastors, fathers who were pastors, senior pastors worked with in
associate roles, a youth pastor, a professor, an evangelist, a pastoral colleague, and a
Christian father. The most frequently mentioned were pastors from the church attended,
fathers who were pastors, and senior pastors worked with in associate roles. Eighteen of
the mentors served in pastoral roles of some kind and were the dominant mentors in both
the developmental stage of ministry and throughout the ministry journey. Pastors are in a
position where mentoring can emerge more naturally than other contexts. Pastors can
.

initiate relationships as a natural part of what they do.
Paul modeled pastoral mentoring in his relationship with Timothy. In the literature
review, Sanders documented how the apostle Paul took a special interest in Timothy. He
helped him develop greater capacity for ministry by assigning tasks and instructing him
with admonition and encouragement (Sanders 220). Paul's relationship with Timothy
helped develop him into a well equipped leader. The interviews revealed that the
relationship the mentorees had with their pastoral mentors correlated with the relationship
Paul had with Timothy.
A progression of key people served as mentors. The progression started with an
unstructured relationship that grew into a mentoring relationship. A Christian parent
setting a consistent Christian example became the first mentor.

~his

was followed by a

pastor or layperson in the local church during the growing-up years who initiated a
relationship. These relationships served as the foundation and the spark that resulted in a
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call to ministry. Significant relationships with professors in college and/or seminary who
took an active interest in personal development followed. After the educational setting,
those who served in associate roles were mentored by the senior pastors. Others found
mentors as they went through the ordination process. Once past the developing years,
relationships that were established during college or seminary resulted in peer mentoring
that has continued throughout ministry.
A key conclusion from the interview information is that the majority of mentors
emerged from existing relationships in the key settings of home, church, educational and
early ministry settings. When considering ways to ·connect mentors with mentorees, in
these settings such relationships can emerge naturally in contrast to trying to match people
outside of already existing environments. They were unstructured, structured by setting,
structured professionally, or structured personally.
Early mentoring relationships through the home or local church were not defined
.

mentoring relationships. Unstructured relationships evolved into relationships which
these pastors identified as mentors. Growth in character, skills, and spiritual disciplines
took place not by design as much as by a desire to learn and grow which was cultivated by
the relationships.
Another level of mentoring relationships are those structured by setting. When
these pastors entered the educational track, they met people in those settings who
impacted them strongly. Professors, staff, and pastors met through internships became
mentors. These relationships were chosen more than designed. As students, the pastors
gravitated toward particular professors or staff and relationships grew from there. The
setting allowed for personal, professional, and spiritual formation to take place through
these relationships that otherwise would not have occurred.
Another level of mentoring relationships include those that are structured
professionally. The Church of God (Anderson) includes a structured mentoring
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relationship in the ordination process. A supervising minister is assigned to each ordinand
in a mentoring role, meeting with him or her during the two-year ordination track. One of
the national ministries of the Church of God (Anderson) is called Vision 2 Grow, where a
mentoring ministry matches young pastors in internship programs for a nine to twelve
•

month period with a mentoring pastor. Anderson School of Theology, the seminary of the
Church of God, requires both an internship and mentoring relationship as part of the MDiv. program. These are the primary structured mentoring programs in the Church of
God (Anderson). They will be explored further as I draw conclusions on the effectiveness
of mentoring presently in the Church of God (Anderson).
Pastors that are beyond the development stage are more apt to find mentoring
relationships at the peer or colleague level. This level is mentoring that is structured
personally. These relationships grow out of a desire to share with other pastors at a
feeling level the common concerns of ministry for the purposes of support,
•

encouragement, and growth.
•

This kind of mentoring relationship most closely resembles the Irish soul friend

described by Sellner. The relationship of the soul friend included the opening of one's
heart to another. The characteristics of maturity, compassion to hear and understand
another's pain, genuine respect for another, confidentiality, and self-disclosure that
describe a soul friend are best suited to peer or colleague mentoring relationships (Sellner

76-78).
These settings, both unstructured and structured, provide a range of opportunities
where mentoring takes place. Unstructured mentoring starts in existing relationships
•

initiated by the mentor or mentoree. Those that are structured by setting or structured
professionally result from matches and work if those matched

rel~tionships

connect and

grow into mentoring relationships. Those that are structured personally work because the
relationship is based on a covenant between those with mutual needs and desires.

•

•
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The levels of mentoring that take place in the variety of settings listed reveal that
mentoring is taking place in pastor's lives in the Church of God (Anderson).
Opportunities exist for mentors to initiate relationships with mentorees and for mentorees
to find mentors, both in unstructured and structured ways. A progression of influential
•

people, with at least one identified mentor, greatly enhances personal, professional, and
spiritual fOI mation.

Mentoring models for pastoral development
Pastor Charles Tarr assumed mentoring responsibilities for pastoral interns. He
believes that too many talented young men and women become discouraged and forsake
the ministry. He also believes that senior pastors need to invest their best efforts in
helping interns. He has developed six mentoring strategies in his work with pastoral
interns.
The first challenge is to help the intern develop a heart for ministry. He seeks to
•

instill a deep, pure, sincere love for those they will serve as part of their ministry. The
second challenge is to cultivate a healthy work ethic for the tasks of ministry, especially
the less glamorous ones. The third challenge come under the heading of attitude, showing
passion and enthusiasm for ministry. The fourth challenge is problem resolution. He
seeks to demonstrate humility in seeking reconciliation as well as asking forgiveness, as
well as modeling strength and courage in confronting people who may be out of line. The
fifth challenge involves developing a sense of timing and polishing of social graces. This
includes knowing when to present new ideas and displaying grace in stressful situations.
Sixth, the pastor needs to demonstrate personal growth (Tarr 12-13). Tarr models the
specifics in each of these areas and monitors the development of the intern.
Hull's strategy for mentoring from the literature review provides another game
plan. He formulated his strategy from the way Jesus worked with his disciples. Jesus told
them what to do in His name, showed them how, did it with them, let them do it, and
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deployed them into the world (Hull 155). This approach could be used with specific skills
in ministry as an intentional process for pastoral development. A pastor could mentor
another in the area of hospital visitation by taking the mentoree along on visits to
demonstrate how pastoral care is done in the hospital setting. After a few times of
•

demonstrating how to do it, the mentoring pastor then would observe as the mentoree did
some visits. After review and feedback, the mentoring pastor would have prepared the
mentoree for doing pastoral care visits in the hospital.
Models such as these provide specific ways that a mentoring process can be
developed. Tarr's model addresses the areas of personal, professional, and spiritual
fOImation. By having a game plan for what to accomplish through the mentoring process,
he is intentional about the result of his mentoring. Hull's strategy can be used with
specific skill areas in ministry development.
Good mentoring models combine three components, the first being a key person
.

using an intentional process that results in a desired product. Charles Tarr believes he as a
pastor is a key person that can mentor others. Hull has also outlined a method to
accomplish the work of mentoring. The desired product is a mentoree who has developed
character, skills, and disciplines for life and ministry.
The key people in the mentoring of pastors are pastors. Both the literature and the
interviews confirm that a mentoring model for pastors needs to include pastors as mentors
.

of other pastors. The importance of this rather obvious conclusion grows out of the
observation that few pastors approach mentoring with the conviction that Charles Tarr
exhibits in the above example. If pastors would see mentoring as an important part of
ministry, much of the need for mentoring would be met.
Other key people in the existing relationships of someone. called to ministry can
serve as a mentor. The influence of parents, Jaypeople, and professors dominated the
development for ministry in the pastors I interviewed. These key people most often did
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unstructured mentoring. Key people who initiate relationships that seek to bring out the
potential in a mentoree serve as mentoring models.
Such spiritual friend relationships offer detachment, discretion, and discernment.
The best intervention of the spiritual guide is in parabolic language, nudging the friend to a
new way of seeing. The journey belongs to the other and that person's uniqueness must
always be honored. Such a person listens, comforts, and supports to bring out potential
(Job and Shawchuck 308).
Effective mentoring models also have an intentional process. Oral Withrow
defines such a process as including the following components:
Enrichment: providing treasures for the learner that will be a lasting
resource for his or her ministry. The treasures include
-the gift of oneself in friendship
-information on how best to do the task(s)
•

-experience doing ministry together
Encouragement: assuring the learner of personal support by
-freely giving compliments on tasks done well and
-generously expressing concern, verbally and nonverbally, for the
person, especially when the learner is discouraged.
Evaluation: assisting the learner in assessing progress by caring enough
-to be kind in evaluations and
-honest about successes and failures.
Enabling: conveying strength for the task by
-directing the learner to resources and
-giving permission for the learner to venture into

~nistry

(96).

This serves as a model for an intentional process. A process gives direction to the
.

relationship so that development can occur. Without a process, mentoring relationships

•
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drift and lessen in effectiveness.
Good mentoring models work toward a result. The desired product for ministry is
a mature disciple of Christ who is capable of reproducing in others the qualities produced
in his or her own life. When is personal, professional, and spiritual development
completed? Such an answer is subjective by nature. However, the desired product of the
mentoring process can be defined.

•

The product of mentoring is personal, professional, and spiritual formation as
evidenced by practicing disciplines. Dwight Grubbs defines the disciplines in spiritual
fOIInation. The inward disciplines are: meditation, prayer, fasting, and study. The
outward disciplines are: simplicity, solitude, submission, and service. The corporate
disciplines are: confession, worship, guidance, and celebration. The character disciplines
are: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and selfcontrol. The ministry disciplines are: witnessing, caring, visioning, leading, and equipping

(42-43).
This kind of mentoring is described in the literature review by Shank who cites the
terms role mentoring, soul mentoring, and whole mentoring to describe the different areas
of discipline. Role mentoring includes help in personal conduct. Soul mentoring assists in
the area of character. Whole mentoring addresses the area of personal calling (Shank).
A mentoring process could use these disciplines as a blueprint for discussion. The
mentor may demonstrate a particular discipline under discussion. Incorporating the
disciplines into the mentoree's life is the product of the mentoring process. While there is
no finished product exists in the mentoring process, these disciplines provide some
tangible gauges for guiding development.

Current Mentoring Structures in the Church of God (Anderson)
Mentoring structures are in place in the ministry of the Church of God (Anderson).
Anderson School of Theology, the seminary of the Church of God, incorporates
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mentoring into the curriculum through a faculty mentor and an internship experience.
Another structure for mentoring exists in the ordination process through a supervising
minister who works with an ordinand. The responsibilities for the supervising minister are
found in the credentialing manual used in the ordination process. Another avenue for
mentoring in the life of the church comes from a national ministry called Vision 2 Grow.
Mentoring and coaching brochures outline a process that pastors can enter into
•

voluntarily. The Vision 2 Grow office implements the matches. Each of these mentoring
programs will be more fully explained and their effectiveness evaluated in this section.
Twenty-three of the thirty-one pastors interviewed indicated a mentor in their
background. Of the twenty-three with mentors, only two identified mentors from one of
the structured mentoring processes presently in the church. Most of the pastors entered
into mentoring relationships in unstructured ways. The majority of mentors evolved out
of already existing relationships. Pastors that were mentored by senior pastors when they
•

served as associates said that those roles did not begin with a mentoring expectation, but
those pastors emerged as mentors for them. My interviews represent a random sample of
pastors from one state, so conclusions cannot be drawn on whether this represents how
mentoring occurs throughout the church.
Anderson School of Theology provides mentoring structures in the Master of
Divinity curriculum. A one-hour course called "Reflection and Formation in Ministry" is
required as part of the theological field education of each student ( Appendix A). The
course description includes the following: "Issues related to spirituality, character
fOI mation, professional development, and community building continue to be addressed
and integrated into the life of the group; personal goals related to these issues are explored
in the context of affirmation and critique." This course aimed at small group members or
individuals working with a faculty member. Personal case histories are the primary basis
for discussion.
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Students in the Master of Divinity program must take a basic unit of Clinical
Pastoral Education under the direction of a certified supervisor. An internship in an
approved church is also required with a supervisory pastor. Mentoring by the CPE
supervisor and the supervisory pastor form part of these experiences. Oversight comes
•

from the director of theological field education at the seminary .
The seminary provides the Master of Divinity student with valuable mentoring
•

experiences. I discussed with a seminary staff member her perception of the effectiveness
of the mentoring that takes place in these structures. She said that as part of the
curriculum, students perceive them more as requirements than relationships. Relationships
do emerge at times through the field education program. The mentoring provided reaches
those who are in the Master of Divinity program, a limited number of pastors in the
Church of God, but it is one way mentoring occurs for developing pastors.
A dissertation written on professional education and preparation of Assemblies of
•

God ministers indicates desire for mentoring. Respondents expressed more confidence in
the biblical and theological core of their preparation than they did in those subjects directly
related to actual practice. They wanted more "hands on" training, more practical
application of the theories presented in class. They agreed that professional preparation
should include some kind of special mentoring relationship during and after their training
(Brainerd). The mentoring components in the curriculum at Anderson School of
Theology provide a degree of response to the need for mentoring in preparation for
ministry.
The 1997 edition of the Credentials Manual of the Church of God outlines the
expectations of supervising ministers who work with ordination candidates. According to
the manual, supervising ministers meet with the ordinand to disc~ss the following:
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A. Sense of God's call;
B. General fitness (health, attitudes, family circumstances, attitude of spouse,
opportunities for and possibilities offuture ministry);
C. Theological understandings;
.
•

D. Personal relationships and leadership style;

E. Background as an active member in Christian fellowship;
•

F. Scriptural tests for ministry;
G. Educational qualifications completed and future educational plans (Callen 3637).
Specifics of C through G appear in other sections of the manual. In addition to
these discussions, supervising ministers are to provide opportunities to observe ministerial
function in as many roles as possible. The section of the credentials manual that outlines
the responsibilities of the supervising minister is found in Appendix B.
I discussed the supervising minister component with the director of Church and
Ministry Service of the Church of God, who is responsible for overseeing the credentialing
process. She indicated that while helpful, most ordinees have no prior relationship with
supervising ministers and view the process as a checklist of activities to complete for
ordination. The chairman of the credentialing committee in the district where I serve
indicated that this aspect of the ordination process is not monitored carefully. He
mentioned that sometimes the relationships work, but often the only feedback received
from the supervising minister is a letter of recommendation of the ordinand that is needed
from them.
Nevertheless, Engstrom indicated in the literature review that behavior under
scrutiny changes for the better. People made accountable to

so~eone

become serious

about changing their behavior (33). Supervising ministers help the ordinand keep on the
track of growth and development through the ordination process.

•
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Another mentoring process present in the Church of God is a part of an evangelism
and discipleship program called Vision 2 Grow. This program seeks to match persons
entering the pastoral ministry with an experience in a local church under a mentoring
pastor. An eight- to ten-month time period is set up with the mentoring pastor, the
church, and the mentoree. Funding is split between the Vision 2 Grow office and the
church. The relationship is outlined in a brochure put together by the Vision 2 Grow
•

office (Appendix C). This process follows the mentoring principles indicated in this
dissertation.
I discussed this process with former and current directors of the Vision 2 Grow
program. Sixteen developing pastors went through the program from 1993-1995.
Because the Vision 2 Grow office is involved in other ministries besides the mentoring
program, the limited staff was not able to follow through on implementation. The
program still exists, done on a voluntary basis as developing pastors indicate interest.
However, one pastor I talked to indicated interest in finding a mentor and the only
response he received from the Vision 2 Grow office were some names to contact so he
"could work something out on his own." This program is not functioning at this time.
Brochures on a program of coaching for colleagues in pastoral ministry and mentoring for
lay persons in the local church are also produced by the Vision 2 Grow office, but
implementation of them does not occur ( Appendix D and E). Former and current
directors indicated that any use of the materials is now on a voluntary basis by those
interested. Reactivation of the program would require more staff in that office or a shift
to another office in the national church.
Mentoring structures do exist in the church at these levels with an opportunity for
developing pastors to take advantage of them. Virtually every developing pastor has an
opportunity, either in seminary, during ordination, or voluntarily through the Vision 2
Grow programs, to enter into a mentoring relationship. The interviews revealed, however,
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that only two of twenty-three pastors identified mentors from these structures. Based on
the feedback in the interviews and with those directly involved in the administration of the
programs, the overall effectiveness of the mentoring structures is limited. Encouragement
for mentoring as an important part of pastoral development is recognized. These attempts
at mentoring for developing pastors reveal a positive direction in defining the need for it
and implementing ways for it to occur. The key issue that remains is whether more
•

effective approaches to mentoring can be found.
•

Analysis of mentoring approaches
A strong body of literature with well defined approaches to mentoring is
documented in this study. Beyond the literature, mentoring programs proliferate in the
secular workplace and in pastoral ministry development. No vacuum or void exists for
those who want to mentor or be mentored. The specific programs for mentoring in the
Church of God (Anderson) documented in this work are examples of approaches to
mentoring in ministry.
Because of the body of literature and abundance of approaches available for
mentoring, the need to "reinvent the wheel' on this subject is not necessary. What is
important is to determine the best way for effective mentoring to take place for the
greatest number of pastors.
Based on the literature review, the interviews, and the existing programs, I
conclude that flexible approaches and views of mentoring are the most healthy. More than
anything else, mentoring is making the most of a situation from a special helper at a given
time. No "one size fits all" program can effectively address the issue.
Gordon Shea says that mentoring is part intuition, part feeling, and part hunch-made up as you go along and composed of whatever ingredients you have available at the
moment. From that reality derives its power (13). A mentor lights a spark. Such a spark
is lit by people who care enough about another person to make it happen . Structuresby
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themselves cannot produce people who light sparks in others.
Sparks were lit by statements mentors made in casual conversations. Those
conversations resulted in lasting impact. The simple act of saying to someone that God
can use them and to consider his call cannot be underestimated. Such words need to be
spoken.
The people that lit the spark as mentors for my interviewees
most
often
came
from
.
.

existing relationships. Family, church, college, seminary, and ministry networks provided
the framework for the relationships that lit the spark. While mentoring structures in this
framework of relationships seem to have limited effectiveness, people from them became
mentors. Out of the attempts to define the ways to mentor and to provide processes for it,
mentoring occurred more as a by-product than a result of the structures. The fact that
more than two out of three pastors found someone to light the spark in their lives speaks
to the importance of strengthening the framework of these relationships. Attempts to
•

define and implement mentoring ministry in these frameworks is not in vain. The
structures provide the handles and tools for those involved in mentoring others.
The focus needs to be the accomplishment of mentoring within these
frameworks--family, church, college, seminary, and ministry networks. In each of these
settings, people like Barnabas will take it upon themselves to get involved in mentoring
others. These natural mentors will light sparks in others and mentor them out of their own
passion and desire. They will become mentors whether there is structured mentoring or
not. They will be effective because, like the mentors in the lives of those I interviewed,
they light sparks in others' lives.
Dick Moe identified his pastor, Paul Rider, in the literature review chapter, as his
mentor. His comments about Paul included the following: "His tremendous patience,
compassion and love for all will be treasured and remembered throughout eternity." Paul
Rider became Dick's mentor naturally, because he lit a spark that impacted him for life.
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An effective mentor is one who lights the spark and cares enough to make the
most of a relationship with another in developing potential. These relationships do not
always result from identified structures. In some ways it is comparable to choosing a
marriage partner for someone. Putting two people together who have not chosen each
other willingly does not work. Neither mentoring nor love can be easily structured. Tools
for mentoring and opportunities for mentors and mentorees to connect are the best
resources that can be provided within the frameworks of existing relationships in the life of
the church. Better oversight of those tools and opportunities would allow more effective
mentoring to take place. Suggestions for better oversight of the tools and opportunities
for mentoring follow.

Ideas for Exploration for Pastoral Mentoring in the Church of God (Anderson)
The mentors of the pastors I interviewed came from the settings of family, church,
college and seminary, and staff positions in the local church. Mentors from the immediate
.

family and local church impacted them early in life, apart from any mentoring structures.
Mentoring structures cannot replace the benefit of natural mentors from these settings.
That kind of mentoring needs to be encouraged with the awareness that the earlier
someone lights a spark in another's life, the better for their spiritual development. The
following ideas for exploration suggest ways to better implement the existing structures
for mentoring in the life of the church.
•

These ideas for exploration stem from analysis of the research data. The first idea
to explore is to provide in the existing structures of the church a more intentional process
for the first ministry assignments of pastors to include an opportunity for a mentoring
relationship. This recognizes several important principles related to mentoring.
Mentoring is most needed and received in the developing years of ministry. First
•

assignments are crucial to pastoral development. A philosophy of ministry develops from
the experiences and exposures of the early years of ministry.
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The Church of God polity has at its core the concept oflocal church autonomy.
Churches call their own pastors and pastors respond to those calls apart from any
appointment system, based on the leadership of the Holy Spirit. A system is in place to
assist churches and pastors in the placement process. The Division of Church and
.

Ministry Service in Anderson, Indiana services the church by providing ministerial briefs to
•

.

congregations seeking pastors, and a list of congregations seeking pastors is available to
pastors seeking placement. Churches can ask for recommendations or seek information
on specific pastors. Pastors can also have a brief sent to a congregation seeking a pastor.
Some state organizations work with congregations who are seeking pastors.
Placement often occurs through other systems based on individual recommendations or
other networking contacts. The Christian colleges and the seminary that the church
supports help in placement based more on infOI mal networks than through a specific
process. A graduating student from college or seminary seeking placement depends on
•

existing structures or the informal network to find placement.
•

The idea to explore is that the Division of Church and Ministry Service, state

organizations, colleges, and seminary become more intentional in assisting pastors seeking
first-time ministry assignments to include for a mentoring relationship. This could be
accomplished by dialogue about the needs and desires of the candidate seeking first-time
placement. If the candidate is seeking an associate position, placement with a pastor
willing to mentor the candidate could be established at the outset. If the candidate is
seeking a pastorate, placement could include names of experienced pastors in the area who
could serve as mentors. Responsibility for this would fall on the Director of Church and
Ministry Service in Anderson, state administrators, and college and seminary personnel
that assist students as they graduate. Special focus on first assignments in these offices
•

would give more attention to placement with mentoring in mind than is now taking place.
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Fred Smith, cited in the literature review, noted that in the business world, a list of
people is made available to someone in a starting position that constitutes an experience
bank to call on (Learning to Lead 159). Daloz, also in the literature review, stated the
importance of a mentor at the beginning of a teacher's career for professional
.

development, support and information, and increasing retention ( 16-17). Young pastors
•

need the same kind of support and guidance in a first assignment to gain help and avoid
mistakes. Because pastors "fly solo," finding someone through the wider church
organizational structure provides the opportunity for a mentoring relationship to occur.
The second idea to explore is to provide amentoring covenant for potential
mentoring relationships that focuses on specific personal, professional, and spiritual
development areas. Materials on how to structure mentoring relationships exist in many
different formats. The mentoring covenant that I recommend is based on the need for a
tool to use as a basis for conversations, not a structure for the relationship. The mentoree
•

would seek the help of the mentor in a particular area as needed and desired. The
recommendation for a mentoring covenant follows.
The mentoring covenant covers the following disciplines:
A. Spiritual disciplines
1. The Word
2. Prayer
3. Worship
4. Fellowship
B. Character disciplines
1. The fruit of the spirit (Galatians 5:22-23)

2. Moral purity
•

3. Ethical honesty
4. Financial integrity
•

•
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C. Professional/ministry disciplines
1. Development of spiritual gifts (I Corinthians 12)
2. Visioning
3. Caring
•

4. Leading/equipping
..

4. Witnessing
•

D. Relationships
1. Personal walk with God
2. Relationship with spouse, if married
3. Relationship with children/other family
4. Relationship local church
5. Wider ministry involvement
The mentoring covenant covers discipline areas of spirituality, character, ministry,
.

and relationships. The disciplines listed under each area are intended to serve as
conversation points. The conversations will allow for the mentoree to share his or her
needs in a given discipline. The mentor will seek to provide help, perspective, specific
suggestions, or perhaps just a listening ear. Instead of a list of questions or activities
under each discipline, the intention is to use them as a springboard for conversation.
Other disciplines may be added as desired by the mentoree. The goal is to discover ways
to address specific issues in personal, spiritual, and professional development through the
mentoring process. A form that could be used to establish a mentoring covenant is found
in Appendix F.
This covenant could be provided by the placement bodies of the Church of God to
be considered for use in first assignments and to credentialing bodies for the use of
supervising ministers in the ordination process. The covenant will provide a tool for both
mentor and mentoree to establish a relationship. The mentoring relationship could evolve
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out of the conversations that occur through the use of the covenant. The covenant
addresses the concern of both mentors and mentorees on how to get a mentoring
relationship started.
The third idea for exploration addresses the peer mentoring relationships desired
by pastors throughout the pastoral pilgrimage. The pastors that I interviewed who did not
•

have mentors in their early development sought out peer relationships in their settings.
Pastors continue to need encouragement, support, guidance, and accountability
.

throughout their years of ministry. These relationships occur best when pastors find and
choose each other and develop a bond. My idea to explore is to provide an intentional
process by which pastors may find each other in "pastoral clusters."
Larry Crabb and his wife addressed the difficulty of mentors and mentorees finding
each other. Older people are not comfortable asking a younger person, "Would you like
me to mentor you?' Younger persons are not comfortable asking, "Could I talk with
you?"
They planned a group for five older and five younger couples to meet together and
say, "Would you be interested in hearing us old fogies talk about what we've learned?
And can you help us see things we've forgotten that we need to remember?" (Crabb 39).
Out of such an atmosphere wisdom and experience can be transferred to those younger.
"Pastoral clusters" are based on Larry Crabb's idea. Pastoral clusters could grow
out of meetings at state or regional levels where pastors desiring peer mentoring
relationships could meet with an experienced pastor who would teach and meet with them
at a retreat setting for two days. Time for sharing as a group and individually could be
scheduled. In 2 Timothy 5: 1-2, Paul writes, "Do not rebuke an older man harshly, but
exhort him as if he were your father. Treat younger men as brothers, older women ar,
mothers, and younger women as sisters, with absolute purity." Persons of different
generations and levels of ministry learn from each other. Pastoral clusters would
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recognize the love, respect, and guidance that can occur in those settings. To administer
such a ministry, leaders at state or regional levels or credentialing bodies at those levels
could initiate meetings for the purpose of pastoral clusters. The questions suggested by
Larry Crabb could serve as a starting point for the meetings. The mentoring covenant
.

could be used as a resource for those who choose to meet with each other on a continuing
basis.
These ideas for exploration are made as possible approaches to mentoring within
the existing framework of the Church of God (Anderson). They serve as discussion points
•

from which other frameworks for implementation may emerge.

A passion for mentoring
Jesus defined his mission on earth when he said that he came to "seek and to save
the lost" (Luke 19: 10). A more elaborate statement of his mission is found in Luke 4: 1819: "The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach good news to
,

the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight to
the blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor." The purpose
of his existence was to save and set people free from the bondage of sin.
Jesus used a method to accomplish his mission. He called twelve men to follow
him. He spent time with them and taught them. He demonstrated ministry before them.
After being with him, he sent them out to make other disciples. With great passion he
poured his life into these few men who in turn went out into the world to seek and to save
others. Jesus infused in them a new vision that transformed their lives. This group offully
developed disciples began the penetration of the world with the gospel that continues to
transfOl In lives today to those who embrace its truth.
As mentors help mentorees create a satisfying new context for their life, they will
do most of the things necessary to bring this new vision to reality. This art of personal
transfOl mation is what can happen through mentoring. Mentors characteristically help
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mentorees envision worthy goals and move toward their fulfillment. Context shifting is
the developmental art that mentors can share with mentorees (Shea 45).
The disciples were sent out by Jesus when the context of their lives shifted from
living for themselves to living for the mission he instilled in them. The transfOI mation that
took place in them enabled them to impact others in a similar fashion .
•

I believe that mentoring is a means by which lives are transformed. The power of
a transformed life impacts others. I am committed to mentoring because God brought
people into my life who transformed me into a more fully developed disciple of J eSllS
Christ. God has impressed me with a passion to work with individuals in a way that
allows him to transfolIll their lives also. My passion for mentoring comes from the
impression that it is the principle manner in which God uses my life to fulfill his mission of
seeking and saving the lost. This study has been an attempt to find methods to channel
this passion more effectively in ministry.

•
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. Appendix A
Theological Field Education
Anderson School of Theology
Anderson, Indiana
Catalogue Courses

THFE 6510 Reflection and Formation in Ministry
.
1 hr.
The integration begun in THFE 5510 moves to deeper levels . . Issues related to spirituality,
character for mati on, professional development, and community building continue to be
addressed and integrated into the life of the group; personal goals related to these issues
are explored in the context of affirmation and critique. Students write personal case
histories for ministry which are shared and critiqued in community.
THFE 7730 Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE)
3 hrs.
Opportunity to practice pastoral care under supervision in a field setting (general hospital,
psychiatric hospital, etc.). Required of all M.Div. students. Offered at sites across the
country under the direction of the Association of Clinical Pastoral Education. Students
arrange the course with the professor of Pastoral Care and Counseling, pre-register with
the supervising chaplain in whose program they wish to enroll (at least three months in
advance usually secures a position, and register with school of Theology.
THFE 7810 Internship in Ministry
2 hrs.
In-service pastoral training experience, usually in conjunction with designated supervisory
pastor in approved church assigrunent. May be summer placement or concurrent, part
time placement during school year.

•
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. Appendix B
Credentials Manual
of the Church of God
Anderson, Indiana

Expectations of Supervising Ministers
•

1. To be familiar with the fOI mal standards and necessary procedures for ministerial
licensing and ordination.
2. To help the candidate set up a regular schedule of supervisory appointments. These
appointments should provide blocks of time in which the ordination candidate may
reflect with the supervising minister on a range of matters related to potential
ordination.
3. To be aware that the candidate will be interviewed by the credentialing committee in
regard to the following and thus should assist the candidate in preparation for
responding in an infOI med manner. The role is not instructing the candidate in the
"right" answers, but insuring that the candidate engages insightfully the following:
A. Sense of God's call;
B. General fitness (health, attitudes, family circumstances, attitude of spouse,
opportunities for possibilities of future ministry);
C. Theological understandings (see section 3: 13);
D. Personal relationships and leadership style (see section 3.14);
. E. Background as an active member in Christian fellowship;
F. Scriptural tests for ministry (see section 3:00);
G. Educational qualifications (see section 3.150: completed and future educational
plans.
4. To provide opportunities for the candidate to observe the supervising or other
appropriate minister function in as many roles as possible (counseling, weddings,
funerals, teaching, preaching, worship leadership, committee responsibilities, etc.)
5. To suggest resources for additional information or study (books, magazines, resource
centers, etc.)
To observe how the candidate functions in the ministry opportunities listed in #4 above.
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. Appendix C
Mentoring for Persons Entering the Pastoral Ministry
Vision-2-Grow
Anderson, Indiana

Mentoring is for persons completing a seminary, college, or bible school
education and entering the pastoral ministry who would benefit from a relationship and
education with an experienced pastor (Mentor).
The Mentor (pastor) will provide the Mentoree with opportunity to observe and
practice all of the essential functions of the pastoral ministry. The Mentoree will not be
assigned a permanent specialized role, such as minister of youth, music, or Christian
education.
The Time Period for the mentoring relationship is eight to ten months. Vision2-Grow may provide $750 per month for the Mentoree; the sponsoring congregation an
equal or greater amount. The sponsoring congregation may arrange for lodging and
professional expenses. The sponsoring congregation will provide Vision-2-Grow with a
copy of the agreement between the church, its pastor (Mentor), and the Mentoree, a
quarterly report, and an evaluation at the end of the experience

The Mentor is willing to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

invest one-on-one time with Mentoree
share ministry experiences
make resources available
encourage creative visioning
lovingly and candidly assess strengths and needs
honor confidentiality
interact with other mentoring pastors
participate in orientation conversations and read books listed in this pamphlet

The Mentoree will:
•
•
•

reexamine his or her pilgrimage in ministry
cultivate a teachable spirit (humility)
read recommended resources
A short list of reading assignments to which the Mentoree may make additions and
which Vision-2-Grow will provide the Mentoree:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mentoring, Sharing a Heart for Ministry
The Fine Art of Mentoring, Ted W. Engstrom with Norman B. Rohrer
Connecting, Paul D. Stanley and J. Robert Clinton.
The Equipping Pastor, R. Paul Stevens and Phil Collins
Small Groups in the Church, Thomas G. Kirkpatrick

keep daily journal and submit periodic reflection papers
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•
•
•

reserve time with the Mentor and respect the Mentor's personal and professional
schedule
accept responsibilities in the life of the congregation as indicated and guided by the
Mentor
learn the disciplines of mentoring and become a mentor

•

•

•

•
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. Appendix D
Coaching for Colleagues in the Pastoral Ministry
Vision-2-Grow
Anderson, Indiana

Coaching Relationship includes for Colleague: .
• One week with the Coach in his or her church learning by observation and instruction
•

•
•

•
•
.•
•

how the Coach does ministry
Telephone conversations (or meetings, if close geographically) twice a month, one
for no longer than an hour and one for no longer than thirty minutes, to review and
discuss the Colleagues pastoral experiences and leadership opportunities.
A quarterly or semi-annual meeting with the Coach, if agreed to in covenant.
A short list of reading assignments to which the Coach may make additions. Vision2-Grow will provide the Colleague with:

• Mentoring, Sharing a Heart for Ministry
• The Fine Art of Mentoring, Ted W. Engstrom with Norman B. Rohrer
• Connecting, Paul D. Stanley and J. Robert Clinton
• The Equipping Pastor, R. Paul Stevens and Phil Collins
• Small Groups in the Church, Thomas G. Kirkpatrick
Prayerful support of the Colleague by the Coach and the Coach's congregation
A two or three day meeting at the end of twelve months to evaluate the Colleague's
ministry and discuss suggestions for future ministry and education.
The responsibility to honor the relationship and respect the Coach's professional and
personal calendar.
And obligation to prepare a first draft of a Coach/Colleague Covenant for review,
revision, and signing with the Coach. The colleague will use reading materials
provided by Vision-2-Grow and information on this pamphlet as resources for the
covenant.

The Coach will:
• Meet with the Colleague as indicated.
• Host the Colleague the first week, subsequent meetings agreed to in the covenant, and
•

•
•

for a two or three day evaluation session.
Enlist the Coach's congregation to provide lodging for the Colleague for the initial
week, any quarterly or semi-annual meetings agreed upon, and the concluding two or
three day evaluation.
Identify with the Colleague times for telephone conversations, twice a month,
indicating times available and not available, setting parameters for contacts.
Survey with the Colleague in the first meeting, Mentoring, Sharing a Heart for
Ministry and Mentoring, Training Lay Persons for Ministry, and discuss
guidelines for the coaching relationship.
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List the Colleague with the stafT of the Coach's congregation, identifying by name
the Colleague being coached by the pastor.
• Visit with the Colleague in his or her congregation at least once, and waith lay leaders
if the Colleague chooses. (It is presumed the visit will be on weekdays, unless the
Coach chooses a weekend.)
• Prepare a report and evaluation.
The Colleague's congregation will provide time for the coaching experience (not
considered vacation or convention) and adequate funds for travel and food costs. Vision2-Grow may provide on request some funding for selected churches .
•

•
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. Appendix E
Mentoring: Training Lay Persons for Ministry
Vision-2-Grow
Anderson, Indiana

Mentoring in the Local Church
Mentoring is a way to train lay persons to do almost anything that is needed in the
life of the church, including ministry to members and mission·to persons in the community.
It may include training for such groups as choirs, ushers, youth counselors, and small
group leaders. It may be planned for and structured by a local church's Leadership
Councilor Board of Christian Education.

The local church has many ministries, tasks, or services. Present personnel may be
adequate to meet present needs. More often than not, however, the local church does not
have persons who are adequately trained for even its present opportunities. Additional
personnel will soon be needed just to replace persons who are retiring, moving away, or
taking on some other assignment in the congregation. New or expanded ministries will
necessitate more trained personnel.
In most local churches some persons have grown in the relational skills and
performance skills and know how to do essential tasks like teaching, singing, ushering,
visiting, and working with special interest groups. New persons can learn relational and
task skills from these experienced persons and thus prepare for leadership assignments.
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Functions of the Mentor
The mentor has several continuing and overlapping functions during the whole
process of training. Relating to and teaching the mentoree includes:

•

•

Enrichment: providing treasures for the learner that will be a lasting resource for
his or her ministry. The treasures include
• the gift of oneself in friendship
• the infOllI1ation on how best to do the task(s)
• and experience together in doing ministry
Encouragement: assuring the learner of personal support by
• freely giving compliments on tasks done well and
• generously expressing concern, verbally and nonverbally, for the person,
especially when the learner is discouraged .
Evaluation: assisting the learner in assessing progress by caring enough
• to be kind in evaluations and
• honest about successes and failures
Enabling: conveying strength for the task by
• directing the learner to resources and
• giving permission for the learner to venture into ministry.
Steps in

aMentoring Relationship

A mentor is a well trained and experienced person who will courteously and
generously give time to help another learn a ministry. The mentoring relationship
includes:

1 Information:

the mentor provides the learner with specific knowledge about the
ministry task, how it is done, and how it relates to other ministries in the church. He or
she also identifies what is to be done, when it is to be done, to whom the lay person is
responsible for the ministry, and what resources are provided to assist in the ministry.
Providing information requires a lot of instruction and conversation at the beginning and
continues to a degree throughout the mentoring relationship.

•

Example: Albert talked with Tony about five ways to begin a class session with
elementaJY children in Sunday school. As Albert talked, Tony took notes because, "J
remember things better when I write them down." Albert also encouraged Tony to
participate in the annual teacher Training Seminary sponsored by the local church and
scheduled for the first week of October.
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2

Demonstration: the learner watches the mentor do the ministry and receives
instructions in the process.

•

Example: Jennifer, a new usher, observed her mentor ushering during a Sunday morning
worship service. Later that lveek, the two talked about how the ushers make sure a seat is
available before leading persons down the aisle .

3

Inspiration: the mentor is honest about difficulties in the assignment but intentionally
communicates excitement about the ministry.

Example: Alice soon learns, and Mabel is qUick to acknowledge, that not all persons are
thoughtful about when and how they bring their infants to the nursery. Mabel, over the
course of an hour, speaks of how some parents send notes of thanks, what a joy it is to
get acquainted with each baby born into the church family, and how the pastor often
thanks nurselY workers for their patience.

4 Participation:

the mentor invites the learner to share in various tasks of the ministry
and gives thoughtful encouragement and correction.

Example: Jeff had mentored George and Ann for just a few weeks in all areas ofyouth
minisfly. He requested that they lead the games and bible study next Wednesday and he
would lead the get-acquainted time and worship; they will plan all the activities together
and at a later date they will talk about different ways they may have done each task.

5

Experimentation: the learner is encouraged to do the ministry and then discuss with
the mentor both the task and personal feelings.
Example: Steve was the leader for the twelve persons who met weekly in the Smitheson 's
fami ly room. Carolyn was learning from Steve how to be a small group leader and had
led several segments of the group's meeting. Steve let Carolyn know that he would be out
of town next week and would like for her to lead the group. When he returned they would
meet and talk about how the session progressed and how she felt about the whole
expenence.
•

6

•

Liberation: the learner is given a ministry assignment with the blessing of the
mentor.
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Example: Norman had been assisting John, the director of the Youth Choir, for several
months. The pastor and the Worship Committee had asked John to mentor Norman. It
was September and they had long promised both children and parents an elementary
children's choir this year. John said to the conlmittee, "Norman is more than ready. He
has the music skills and knOlvs how to work with people." Norman was asked to enlist,
direct, and develop the new children's choir.
Though intense at first, a more casual mentoring relationship may last for years.
Most lay persons in ministry indicate they have a continuing relationship with a mentor,
someone they have come to trust to be a dependable guide and with whom they often or
occasionally discuss their responsibilities and feelings .

•

•

•

Mentoring Agenda/oJ' Our Church:
(name of your local church)

Ministry/Mission Tasks I Potential Mentorees

Potential Mentors

Sponsoring Group

IMentoring Calendar I Probable Assignment

•

List continuing ministering needs such as teachers, ushers, youth workers, and small group leaders. Then list special or new leadership
needs such as Youth Choir Director, Boy Scout Leader, Sunday evening worship leader, etc .

.Mentoring Calendar: List beginning and ending date of mentoring relationship.

~
~

~

.......
.......
.......
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Appendix F
A Mentoring Covenant
A covenant to meet together for spiritual development, encouragement, and
prayer. Each time we meet, please inquire of me concerning one or more of the following
areas of my life in order to help my spiritual development.
•

Mentoring Covenant Questions
1. What are your priorities?
2. How can I help?

•

A. Spiritual Disciplines
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Word
Prayer
Worship
Fellowship

B. Character Disciplines
1. Fruit of spirit - love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, gentleness,
faithfulness, self-control (Galatians 5 :22-23)
2. Moral purity
3. Ethical honesty
4. Financial integrity
C. Ministry/service disciplines
1. Development of spiritual gifts (I Corinthians 12)
2. Visioning
3. Caring
4. Leading/equipping
5. Witnessing
D. RelationshipslInvolvements
1. Personal walk with Lord
2. Relationship with spouse
3. Relationship with children/other family
4. Relationship with local church
5. Use of gifts in ministry/service
6. JoblWork life
7. Community Involvement
•

Name _________________Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mentor/Spiritual Friend,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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